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BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL
Repoli To The Chciirman, Committee

4r.) On Interior And Insular Affairs
(Zi House Of Representdtives

OF THE UNITED STATES

'G4

Still No Progress In Implementing
Controls Over Contracts
And Grants With Indians

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has not taken ac-
tittn recommended by GAO in February 1978
to.improve controls over grants and contracts

,with Indian tribes. Amongiother thing,

contracts and grant agreements should
include adequate criteria for measuring
tribal performance so that the use of
Federal funds can be properly audited
and program results can be evaluated,

- contracts and grant proposals should be
submitted ands approved before their
starting dates, and

--contracts and grants should
quately supervised.

GAO is repeating the substance of its prior
recommendations to improve controls over
grants and contracts with Indian tribes to
ensure that required services are provided to
Indians. GAO is also proposing three alterna-
tive Bureau organizational structures to sepa-
rate contract and grant administrative func-
tions from program functions.
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The first five copies of individual reports are
free )f charge. Additional copies of bound
audit reports are $3.25 each. Additional
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON D.C. 20541

ft

B-200039

The Honoiable Morris K. Udall
Chairman, Committee on Interior

and Insular Affairs
'House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As you requested, this report discusses the accountability
of Federal funds and property used in Government contracts and
grants with Indian tribes. It also discusses methods fdr im
proving the accountability of Federal funds and proposes three
alternative organizational changes for the Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce
its contents e4rlier, we plan no further distribution of this
report until 3 days from the date of the report. At that time
we will send copies to the Director, Office of Management and
Budget; the heads of the departments or agencies involved; and
other interested parties.

LK

Sincerely yodrs,

Acting Com trifler General
of the United d States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S REPORT
TO THE CHAIRMAN, HOUSE COMMITTEE

, ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS

DIGEST:

STILL NO PROGRESS IN
IMPLEMENTING CONTROLS
OVER CONTRACTS AND
GRANTS WITH INDIANS

Over the years, GAO; congressiol committees;
the American Indian Policy Review Commission; a
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Depaytment of the
Interior, task force; and others have reported
on weaknesses in the Bureau's management of pro-
grams and services for Indians. In spite of
this continued critlpism, the Bureau has been
lax in making'imprriments. Unlii fundamental
changes are made, problems in managing Indian
programs and services may continue and improve-
ment of the Indians' quality of life will be
impeded.

The Chairman of the Hove Committee on Interior
and Insular 4ffairs asked GAO to review the
accountability of Federal funds and property
involvihg contracts and grants awarded for the
benefit. of Indians.

GAO's review of 178 grants and contract
disclosed that the Bureau of Indian Affairs
continues to have problems administering and
monitoring Indian pe6grams And accounting for
Federal funds. During fiscal years 1978
through 1980, the Bureau awarded grants and
contracts to.Indian tribes totaling about
$726 million.

do a February 1978 report, GAO made a number
of recommendations to ttre Bureau )to improve its
administration of contracts and gr,nts.

GAO is repeating the substance of its"1978 .

recommendations that the Bureau revise,Vis
' policies, procedures, and practices pefEaining

to contracts and grants with Indian tribes
to improve accountability for. Federal funds.
(See pp. 35 and 36.)

To ensure that contrict and grant providicris,are
effectively carried out, GAO suggests that the
Secretary direct

to'
Assistant Secretary for

Indian Affairs to consider three possible alter-
native organizational structures for" the Bureau
to separate. program and procurement functions.
This change would (1) eliminate inherent con-
flicts between those responsible for implementing
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1 services and programs for the, benefit of Indians
and 'those responsible, for monitoring and report-.
ing on tribal grant and contract performance
and (2) further the objectives of,the Indian
Self-Determination Act. '(See pp. 27 to 32.) .

-Because the Bureau has made'little progress in
resolving its continuing management deficien-
cues, the 'Congress, during its authorization,
oversight, and appropriation deliberations,
should require the SecrAtary of the Interior ,-
to report on the progress pladg in implementing
GAO's recoMmendationh. (See p. 36.)

CONTRACTS AND GRANTS
AWARDED RETROACTIVELY

%P.

GAO reviewed 175 contracts and grants awaAded
after Februarmb1978 and found 141 totaling' $15
million where the starting date preceded the
award date from a few days to 11 months. Atiard-,

ing contracts or grants retroactively results in
.expenditure of Federal funds over which the Fed-
eral Government has"little if any control. (See)
p. 8.) GAO reported a similar situation in it
Februdy 19,78, `report entitled "Controls re
Needed Over Indian Self-Determination Contra ts,
'rants, and Training and Technical Assistance

Activities ,To Insute Required Servicis-ArePro-
fided to Indians" (CED78-44).

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
CRITERIA LACKING

GAO's February 1978 report stated that contracts
and grant's th$ the Bureau had awarded to Indian
trues did not always have adequate criteria for
measuring tribal. performance. Similar problens
are still occurring; out of 175 contracts and
grants GAO reviewed, 82 had inadequate'perform-
ance measurement criteria and 34 had no cniteria

1 at all. Withotit adequate criteria for measur-
ing tribal performance in contract or grhnt
agreements, the Bureau cannot eval'uate program
results and properly audit the use of Federal
funds. (See p. 9.)

LIMITED.MONITORING OF'
CONTRACTS AND GRANTS.

The Indian Self-Determination Act mandates and
various Federal regulations and guidelines re-
quire that contracts and grants with tribes be
supervised and monitored. The Bureau's cohtrict

ii
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and grant monitoring, however, has beeh hampered
by parttime Supervision, inadequate monitoring
of reports, little personnel training, and insuf
ficient auditing. GAO reported similar condii4ons
in its February 1978 report. (See, p. 11.) 's

4

The Bureau was not requirifig some tribes to
N

submit timely,expenskvouchers justifying cash
withdrawals under therr letters of credit. For
example, three tribes had used their letters 'of
credit to withdraw about $18, million without
provid' expense vouchers to. the Bureau. At

e of GAO's review, expense vouchers for
about $5.9 million had not been, submitted although
the funds had been withdrawn for a yearor more
and sore for as many as 4.years. (Sie p. 140'0

WEAK TRIBAL FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

Interior's Office of the Inspector General iden
. . tified two Indian tribei that did not have ade

qu'ate control over Federal contract and grant
funds. Although the financial management syste0s
`developed by the tribes provided fir controls,
the systems were not always used propetly. This
resulted in improper expenditure of funds, funds
being transferred between Federalcontract and .

grant programs, inadequate documentation support
ing expenditures, and improper reimbursements.
The audits questioned about $2.2 million of costs
and disallowed about $747,000. (See p. 18.)

QUESTIONABLE PRACTICES

Several practices involved grants., contra is or
modifications to existing contracts w1ich3AO
believes should be stopped. These include

POOR CASH MANAGEMENT

4

--the unauthorized use of expired appropriations
in funding contracts,_.

--increasing funding without increasing the
amount of services t be provided',

) ,
.

.

---- increasing -contracts' funding level without
the tribes requesting the additional' funds,
and

.

-- -using training and technNibal assistance grant
funds for purpose's other than improving tri
bal management capabilities. (See p. 21.)
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PROCUREMENT AND PROGRAM FUNCTIONS
SHOULD BE SEPARATED

A A

GAO noted a potential conflict of interest
. . between the programrelated duties of contract/

grant officer representatives and their
procurement-related duties of monitoring and
reporting on tribal performance. Under self-
determination, tribes may contract for the
performance of personal' services which would
otherwise be performed by Federal Bureau em-
ployees. This situation presents a dilemma
or inherent conflict for Zdieau employees who,
if'they are successful in implementing self-
determination, may well be eliminating their
own jobs.' Therefore, it not in Bureau employ- .,
ees best interest to encourage tribes to use
self-deterkination contracts since by doing so
they may be putting themselves out of jobs.

INADEQUATE CONTROL OVER
.GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

Five ofthe nine tribes GAO reviewed had inade-
quate or, in some cases,' no pr4perty management
systemi. As a result, Federal agencies are
unable to determine what Government property
is being used bi these Indian tribes, ands the
tribes do not have adequate controls'for the
Government property in their posseision... (See
p. 33.)

RECOMMENDATIONS I

GAO is repeating its prior recommendations to the
Secretary of the Interior that the Assiiitant Sec-
retary for LAdian. Affairs be directed to revise
the Bureau'S policies, procedures, and practices
to:

--Require that all contract and grant agreements
include specific criteria against which to
measure performance. /-

--Terminate a contract or grant where tribal per-
formanci conotitutes grounds for termination
under the pertinen statut*.

--Prohibit award of contracts in which the start-
ing date precedes the date of award.

--Enforce compliance with the lettes-of-credit
procedures. .

iv 8
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.N --Require monitoring of tribal letter-ofk.credit
viithdiawals on each contcadt or grant'toeh-
sure that a tribe dots not withdraw more than
the amount authorized by the bontract or
grarft.

* .

---- Require the Bpreau to arrange with CPA firms,
, for annual financial audits af.bontracts and- it 1'
grants with Indian tribes. .

-

--Prohibit; where no law'specifically periiti
carryover of funds, the praceice of using
prior fi year funds to pay for goods anjP\
servicestit are to be profilided in the sub-

4 sequept fiscal year unless the services are
part of a contract which cannot feasibly be
divided between fiscal years. s.

1114

T.-Prohibit award.of contract MAifications with- \\

out a request from the tribe.and A correspond-
ing incteasecin the work statement or in the'
amount of services Co be provided. 4

.-7).Require tribes; to submit appropriate financial 4

and program progress reportp. 44

et

"*--Reguire=tribes to develop adequate property
management systems.

.

. .. , 1 4
-To ensure that contract and grant provisions are
effectively carried Out, GAO suggest that _the
Secretary4direct the-Assistant Secr ity for Indi-
an Affairs to consider three potsib ilteKnative
orginizationdl structures for the BI4eau.. (See
Pp. 27 to 32.5 The reorgapizationt shOuld include
establishing full-time contract administrators
reporting.directly to the contracting officer.

t s

The Secretary of Health and Hump Serv1ces shoUld.
direct the.Administrator of thellealth Services .

Administration to revise..Indian Health"Servic'e ,

policies, procddures, and practices as appropriate
to:

--Require that all contract or grapelgreelients'
incinte.iiitecific criteria against which to .

measure performance;
,, 4

--germinate a contract or grant where tribal, per-
formance constitutes grounds for termination

,. under the pertinent statute.
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--Prohibat award of contracts' in which
ing date precedes the date of award.

rRequire'ttibes to develOp adequate pr
management systems.

--Require tribes to submit appropriate f
and program progress reports..,
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AGENCY COMMENTS AND
GAOls EVALUATION

The Department of Health and Human Services
generally agreed w &th GAO's recommendations and
has taken or is planning to tike appropriate
action.

The Department of the Interior generally agre
with %Ws findings-and recommendations and)h
taken or is planning to take a number of actio
to deal with the identified problems. Initial
Interio; did not agree with any of GA0vs,propot
organitational.stru-ctures for the Bureau: But
after4A0 met with Interior officials, theleigre
pp reconsider GAOssoeuggestiont for reorganizing
the Bureau. (See p. 37.) .
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.7---eNTER 1

INTRODUCTION

On January 31'1980', the Chairman of the.House Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs requested that'we review the account-
ability of Federal funds and property used in Government contracts
and grants with Indian tribes. The Chairman asked for recommended
solutions to problems identified in our February 1978 report en-

..

titled "Controli Are Needed Over Indiari Self-Determination Con-
ttects, Grants, dnd Training and Technical Assistance Activities
TO Insure Required Services Are Provided to Indians" (CED-78-44,
Feb. 15, 1978).

0 In our February 1978 report we stated that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA) did not have adequate control over contracts,
grants, and technical assistance activities authorized by Title I
.of the Indian Self-Determination and .Education Assistance Act. We
agreed to determine if the situation has improved at BIA and if
other Federal agencies are having the same problems.

SELF-DETERMINATION POLICY

In 1970 the President, in a message to the Congress, called
for a new American Indian Policy--"self-determination without
termination." This policy was offered as an alternative to the
past Federal policy of terminating responsibilities and services
to Indian tribes.

On January4, 1975, the policy proposed in the President's
message became law with the enactment of the Indian Self-
Determination and-r7Ttion Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638).
In passing the act, t e Congress declared its commitment to main -
tain the Federal Government's unique and continuing relationship
with, and responsibility to, the Indian people through:

"* * * the establishment of a meaningful I s lf-
determination policy which will permit orderly
transiti n from Federal domination o programs for and
service&to Indians to effective and meaningful partic-
ipation by the Indian people in the plannin§, conduct,
and administration of those programs and services."

The act gives Indians the opportunity to administer Depart-
merits of the Interior and Health and Human Services 1/ programs.

1/The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare was parti-
tioned on May 4,,1980, into the Department of Health and Human
Services and the Departrytent of Education. For purposes of this
report all references will be to the Department of Health and
Human Services.

.

1
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4. 0
4 Section 102 directs the Secretary of the Interior, if requested

by any'Indian tribe, to con act with any tribal organization to
plan, conduct, and administer programs or program segments which
BIA.is authorized to administer for the benefit of.the Indians.
Section 103 contains similar contracting provisions for programs
administered by the I'ndian Heflth Service (IHS) under authority
of the Secretary of Health and' Human Services. Each Secretary
mV decline to enter into any contract if he finds that:

"* * * (1) the service to be rendered to the Indian
beneficiaries'of the particular program or function
to be contracted for will not be satisfactory; (2) ade-
quate protection of trust resources is not assured; or
(3) the proposed project or function to be contracted
for cannot be properly completed or maintained by the
proposed contract * * *."

In such cases, however, each Secretary must help tribes overcome
the obstacles which prompted the refusal and must provide the
tribes with a hearing and an opportunity to appeal.

The act also authorizes each Secretary to award grants to
help tribes develop the capability to operate programs for which
they might eventually contract under sections 102 and 103. The
Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs 1/-contemplated
that these grants would be used

"* * * (1) to undertake orderly planning for the take-
over of the more complex federally operated programs;
(2) to 'train Indians to assume managerial and technical
positions once the tribe has assumed control and manage-
ment of Federal prog-rams; and (3) to finance a thorough
evaluation of performance following a reasonable period
of time in which a former federally-controlled program
has been administered by a tribe under contract."

Other sections of the act (1) authorize the assignment of
Federal em yees to trilial organizations in order to staff con-
tracted pr grams, (2) provWe for the retention of certain Federal
benefits f r civil service employees who are hired by tribes, and
(3) permit contracts and grants for personal services which would
otherwise be performed by Federal employees. The act also assures
that none of the legislative provisions will have the effect of
authorizing or requiring the termination of any existing trust re-
sponsibility of the United States with respect to the Indian people.

1/S. Rept. No..93-762, p. 13 (1974).

2
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ADMINISTRATION OF INDIAN _PROGRAMS

The Department of the Interior estimates that Federal funding
of Indian programs in-fiscal year 1980 amounted to about $2.1 bil-
lion/ Interior funded about $1 billion and the Department of
Health and Human Services funded about $850 million. "Other Fed-
eral agencies such'as the Economic Development Administration, the
Department of Commerce, and the Department ,q Energy funded about
$300 million.

BIA has primary responsibility for administering Federal
Indian programs. Its principal objectives are to encourage and
train Indians to manage their own affairs and to fully develop
their human and natural resource potentials. BIA helps develop,
helps manage, and operates public education systems on the reser-
vations; works with the Indian people to obtain or provide social
and community development programs and services; and helps estab-
lish and administer economic and natural resource development pro-
grams. The Congress has also vested various "trust" responsibil-
ities in BIA with respect to tribal lands, moneys, and mineral
rights.

Self-determination activities are administered by BIA's head-
quarters office in Washington, D.C., and 12 area and 86 agency
offices throughout the United States. Each agencrNeffice, which
generally reports to an area office, is responsible for BIA's
day-to-day contact with one or more tribes. BIA services about
498 Indian tribes and Alaska Native groups.

The IHS within the Public Health Service, Department of
Health and Human Services, is responsible for providing comprehen-
sive health care to Indians. it offers programs for hospitaliza-
tion, outpatient medical care, public health nursing, school health,
maternal and child health, dental and nutrition services, health
education, and environmental health services. The programs are
administered in the field through eight area offices and four pro-
gram offices. Each is responsible for operating the Indian health
-program within its geographical area.

The following table shows Indian self-determination contract
and grant activity by BIA and IHS.

BIA

Indian self-determination

FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980

(000 omitted)

-contracts $181, 700 $188,500 $166, 500
grants 17,000 17,500. 17,700

i Buy Indian Act contracts 51,371 46,610 35,574

Total $nOLO $252,610 $219,774

3 15



.IHS

Indian self-determination

FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980

(000 omittedlu

contracts $ 32,293 $ 48,341 $ 58,446
grants 12,336 10,170 4,231

Buy Indian Act contracts 58,107 4,7,525 38,251

Total $102,736 $101036
S100 C.12111

4

The Buy Indian Act of 1910 authorized and encouraged the
Government to buy Indian.goods, services, and labor in order to
enhance tribal economic development. This act allows BIA to deal
exclusively with Indian tribes or firms for the purchase of many
goods and services that may be available through non-Indian
sources.

4

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

In response to the,Chairman of the House Committee on Interior
and Insular Affairs, we reviewed the accountability of Federal
funds and property involving contracts and grants awarded for the
benefit of Indians. We examined Federal policiei, procedures, ana
practices for awarding and administering contracts and grants to
Indian tribes under the Self-Determination and Buy Indian Acts.
Most of our Federal-level work was at BIA and IHS, since they pro-
vide more than 80 percent of the assistance to Indian tribes. We -

also reviewed a selected number of ()they Federal agencies' con-
tracts and 4ants with Indian tribes, including associated audit
reports.

Our conclusions and recommendations are based on our review
of 'selected contracts and grants, our prior reports, Interior's
Office of the Inspector General and other internal audits of con-
tracts and grants between BIA and Indian tribes, and independent
public accountants' audits of tribal contracts. The tribes and
samples of contracts and grants selected for our review are not
necessarily representative of the total universe. We did, however,
try, to be as representative as practical by selecting tribes which
would give a broad geographical coverage, including both large and
small.tribes in terms of population and contract and grant activity.
Some tribes were excluded because Interior's Office of the Inspector
General hadvecently completed contract audits or waiplanning to
start one. -or

The following tribes and responsible BIA and IRS area offices
Were included in our reviews

16
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%
Tribe State BIA area office

All Indian
Pueblo
Council

Blackfeet

Colville

Crow

Hopi

Makah

N. Mex. Albuquerque,
N. Mex.

Mont. Billings, Mont.

Wash. Portland,'Oreg.

Mont. Billings, Mont.

Ariz. Phoenix, Ariz.

Wash. Portland, Oreg.

Navajo Ariz.IN.Mex., Window Rock,
Utah Ariz.

Papago Ariz. Phoenix, Ariz.

Warm Springs Oreg. . Portland, Oreg.

IHS area .office

Albuquerque,
N. Mex.

Billings, Mont.

Portland,' Oreg.

Billings, Mont.

Phoenix, Ariz.

Portland, Oreg.

Window Rock,
Ariz.

Tucson, Ariz.

Portland, Oreg.

Data gathered and reviewed at these sites included a sample
of contracts from each tribe and associated policies, regulations,
guidelines, and procedures for each of the area offices and
tribes. The contracts and associated data were generally limited
to fiscal years 1978, 1979, and the first three quarters of 1980.
Tribal and Government officials and .tribal members were interviewed
as appropriate.

A total of 178 BIA and 27 IHS selected tribal contracts and
grants were reviewed to varying degrees. All 205 with a cumula-
tive award value of $71 million were examined at the agency level
for procedural violations, such as awarding a contract after the
start date. Thirty contracts or grants amounting to $12.6 mil-
lion from BIA-and-$1.4 million from IHS were selected for more
detailed eiamination at the tribal level. These tribes were
awarded a total of $107.1 million in.contract and grant funds
from BIA and $15.6 million from IHS durAng this period. Factors
considered in selecting these contracts and grants were

--their dollar value,

--whether they were current or closed out, and

--whethei they represented various types oNontract pro-
grams.

k

We did not tracft all costs associated with the contracts and
grants we reviewed. We also did not conduct an inventory of all
Government property funded under the co :tracts and grants we se-
lected for review. ,A significant amou of time and staff

.44
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resources would have been required for such an effort. Thus we
are unable to comment on the validity and appropriateness of all
the costs and the accountability of all the Government property
associated with the-contracts and grants we selected. We did,
however, verify tht, existence of some nonexpenaabIe property
and did limited co't tracing on some contract's and grants.

Sf
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-CHAPTER 2

INADEQUATE CONTROLS OVER CONT CT AND GRANTS

BIA clid not have adequate ccotrols over molt of the =178 con-
..

tradts and grants awarded to Indibn tribes which we reviewed.
BIA therefore does not-know whether the tribes are providing re-
quired services to Indians or if Federal funds are being properly
expended on some of its grants-ind contracts. BIA made little
progress in resolving many of the-problems identified in our
February 1978 report. During fiscal year 1978 through June 1980,

(N $14 awarded grants anci contracts of about $726 million to Indian
tribes. BIA is still':)

--awarding contracts and grants retroactively.;

--not always including adiquate performance measurement
criteria in grants and contracts, and

--not adequately morfitori is grants and contracts
to help identify and improve tribal performance.

BIA was not auditing and closing out contracts and grants in
a timely manner and was not making 13 tribes comply with letter-of-
credit procedures. As a result, the tribes had cash in excess of
.their immediate needs and were not submitting Vimely expense
vouchers.

IHS hat also been lax in monitoring the 27 grants and con-
tracts we reviewed, and tribal performance has not been evaluated.
During fiscal years 1978 through 1980i-IHS awarded grants and
contracts of about $310 million to Indian tribes.

Some Indian tribes are not properly managing Federal contract
and grant finds. As a result there were questionable expenditures,
inadequate documentation supporting expenditures, unauthorized
transfer of funds between contracts and grants, and poor internal
financial controls. In additpon; audits by Interior's Office of
the Inspector) General and certified public accountant (CPA) firms
have identified questionable or unallowable cost n tribal con-
tracts and grants with various Federal agencies.

We noted several practices involving grants, co tracts, or
modifications to existing contracts which we believ should be
stopped. .They include

- -using expired appropriations to fund contr ts,

--increasing funding..Without increasing the amount of
services to be provided,

--increasing contract funding*levels withbut.the tribes
requesting the additional funds, and



*
--using training and technical assistance grant funds fof

purposes other than improving tribal Managethent capa
bilities.

,

Ther is a potential conflict, of interest between the program
related du ies of contract/grant officer representatives and their
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procuremen related duties of monitoring and reportingon tribal
performance on contracts and grants. To correct the situation, an
organizational change is necessary; accordingly, we have developed
three BIA reorganization proposals for consideration by the Sed,
retary of the Interior.

Tribal property management systems at five t)ribes or tribal
Organizations were inadequate or nonexistent... As a result, Federal
agencies are unable to determine what Government property is being
used by Indian tribes or tribal organizations, and the tribes 'do
not have adequate controls for the Government property in their
possession. O

'Although similar contract and grant administration problems
were observed at two other Federal agencies, they were generally
not as frequent or severe. Our reports containing numerous recomw. %

mendations to the Congress, BIA, and other cognizant Federal agen
cies for improving the administration of Indian programs and
resources are suMmarized in appendix II.

Although Federal agencies have repeatedly advised us and ithe
Congress, that actions had been'tiken,or planned to correct the
management weaknesses discussed in our reports, such actions were
not always taken, were inadequate, or were not implemented on a
continuing basis. As a result, many Indians may have suffered
needlessly, while costs of administering the programs and services
have increased drastically. Unless new alternatives are adopted,
mismanagement of programs and services may continue, and improve
ment of Indians' quality of life will be impeded. ...We have identi
fled. and discussed four alternatives in a prior report. 1/

:.:.COINTRACTS AND GRANTS
AWARDED RETROACTIVELY

BIA continues to award contracts and grants in which'the
start date precedes the award date (date of approval). In our
February 1978 report we stated that BIA was retroactively awarding
contracts and grants by as much as110 months and that this prac
tice resulted in reimbursements to tr4bes for expenses incurred
before the proposals were approved by BIA. The Department of the
Interior generally alx,sed with our findings and agreed to comply

1/"Federal Management Weaknesses Cry Out for Alternatives To'
Deliver Programs and Services to Indians To Improve Their
Quality of Life" (CED-78-166, Oct. 31, 1978).
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with our recommendation to prohibit the practice of (1) awarding
contractsontracts retroactively and (2) recontracting where there

is a long time between the ending date of the old contract and
the signature date on the continuation contract. Instructions
to this effect were sent to BIA area offices.

BIA, however, did, not implement our recommendatipn. During
1978 through June 30, 19 0,B awarded 141 out of 175 selected
contracts and grants whic ha start dates which &ecededthe
'award date...trom a few days about 11 months. Two contracts did
not even have a start date listed. Awarding contracts and grants
'retroactively allows Federal fund paymentsjifor tribal services
without any Federal control. Further, the contractor- -ttrat is, _

the tribe--is. often performing without' any legal otligation on the
part of the FederaL,Goverpment to reimburse it for is performance.
Good management procedures would dictate, that neither the tribe ,

nor the Government.be put .in this position.

One example of a retroactive award was a BIA grant to the .
Colville Confederated Tribes to.fund an office for developing con-
tracts and grants. On January 23, 1979, the tribe submitted a
ggant application to BIA. The application proposed that the grant
cover the period January 1, 1979, to DeceMttr 31, 1979L On March
22, 1979, the acting BIA agency superintendent recommended to the
area director that the grant be approved with a starting date of
January 1, 1979. The grant was signed by the BIA grants off.ceg
on May 9, 1979, over 4 months after the grant starting date.

.4
Although the problem was not as severe at IRS, we noted five'

contracts where the start, date preceded then award date from 6 to
31 dkys.-

CONTRACTS AND GRANTS AWARDED4WITHOU
ADEQUATE PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT CRITERIA

BIA is continuing 'tp award vague and poorly written contracts
and grants that do not ihclude.ladequate performance measurement
criteria. Without adequate 'criteria for measuring tribal perform-
ance in contract or grant agreements,, BIA 'cannot evaluate` program
results'and properly audit the,expenditare of 'Federal finds.

Our February'1978 report stated that the contracts and grants
B/A'had awarded to Indian tribes did not always have adequate
criteria for measuring tribal-performance. Interior replied that
our conclusion was correct and that it would direct BIA to include
the criteria in the fhture. Thus, contracts,and grants entered
into during fiscal year 1979 and subsequent years should have had
adequate criteria to measure performance,. Accordingly, instruc-
tions were sent to BIA area offices.
S

B IA
However, 82 of 178 selected contracts and grants awarded by

bad criterii-which were partially inadequate Ad -34 had no
criteria at all A contract was considered partially inadequate
if a substantial portion of.the contract work scope was without

9
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measdrabld'criteria.t When"-contracts 'and grants lack specific
goals and'objectives or a detailed work plan for accomplishing
them, it is.almost impossible to supervise and monitor tribalahem,
performance. 'Similarly, the tribe could have difficulty in com-
plyins.with such a contract or grant. N.

% 4
A

I\--'

.
.

For example, BIA awarded a $204,600 employment assistance cOn-
tract'to the30.1ville Confederated Tribes to furnish all materials,
labor ..an equipment necessary. to bperate a direct employment
program and an adult vocational training program. Although the
contract outlined many steps.tolbe taken and "duties to be per-
formed) more would be needed tcr.adequatelrmeasure, performance.

-.We believe adequate performance measurement criteria should in-
elude minimum standards to measUxe program success. The standards
"should include such things as percentage of unemployed to be
served, specific numbers of untrained individuals to he assisted,
and specific: percentages of time spent by personnel on various

t program duties. ,

i

.

1,

Another example of a contract with i equate performance
measurement criteria was one for $142,088 a erded by BIA to the
All Indian Pueblo Council for developing...and Implementing programs

attractttract industry and commercial activity to the Albuquerque
area reservations.

According to th contract, progress and accomplishments were
tope measured by periodic review; written reports were to be
submitted to BIA after the contact'S term. The contract stated

- that the evaluation was to be based on thwdegree'to which the
program met the goals and objectives as set forth by the 49 Pueblo
Governors. We believe adequate performance measurement criteria
should eclude such things as quantifiable goals and objectives
in the,contgact itself. Further, we believe the terms of the con-
tract;were unclear as to whether (1) the contract's goals and
objectives' would be set by the Governdrs at some future point in
'time and thus were' not par t of the contractual documents or
"(2) the goals and objectives were those established in the con-
tradI's.,Plan of operation. The goals and objectives in the plan
of operation section, however, only restated the purpose oftbe

, contract.and provided for contacting tribes and othe s to cpordi-
nate projects. In either case we believe progress ld be diffi-
cult to measure. Also, the contract did not establish inimum
frequencies for reviewing progress and accomplishments nor state
whit information should be included in the reports to be submitted
tO'BIA.

'In.another case, BIg.awarded ak$220:00 grant to the Crow
Tribe for administrative support services. The grant agreement

. did not contain Performahce objectives or criteria for measuring
performance. The grant: allowed the tribe to hire 15 employees
but, according to tribal and. BIA officials, did not require them
to do anything specific. . According to the-contract officer, BIA
does not know what- was accomplished under the grant.

t 10
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Generalized.orformance measurementicriteria.and scopes of
ework such as the above make performance valuation difficult or

impossible.' Interior's Office of.the Inspector Geneve' found sim
ilar problems during a review of selfdetermination grant*.. The
Office reviewed 03 grants, amounting to about $9 million, awarded
by sixBIA area offices during fiscal years 1978, 1979, and 1980
and found that 75 were awarded to tribal organizations for purposes
that could not be readily determined from the grant agreement.
According to the Dec9mber 1980 report, these purposes either were
not stated or were so general or vague that subsequent performance
and expenditure of the grant funds could not be/evaluated.

For example, tale Office of the Inspector General's report
stated that:

"--A grant, for $48,845 was awarded with 'the primary
objectiNie 'to initiate a sound court system'. The 1

grant contained no measurable objectives or budgetary
information indicating how' the fUnds-:would be spent.
Subsequent grant amendments extended the grant com ,

pletion date by more than a year without adding ob
jectives or budget data. Through the first 15 months
of the grant period,,only $16,322 of grant expendi
tures were reported by the tribe."

BIA AND IHS WERE NOT ADEQUATELY MONITORING
CONTRACTS Atli? GRANTS WITH INDIAN TRIBES

The Indian SelfDetermination Act mandates and various Feder
al regulations and guidelines require thot contracts and grants
with tribes be supervised and monitored. BIA and IHS contract iemd
grant monitoring, however, has been hampered by parttime supervi
sion, inadequate monitoring of reports, little personnel training,
and insufficient auditing.

The contract or grant officer is the BIA or IHS official
responsible for awarding and administering contracts and grants.
The contract or grant officer usually designates ene or more per
sons to represent and assist him/her in administeiting the contract,--i
or grant. InBIA, the repreientative is called avcontract or grant
officer representative, and his/her IHS counterpart is called a
Project officer. BIA and IBS representatives are usually located
at agency fielO/offices near tribal headquarters. Although the
representativ(s.are heavily relied upon to enforce the c act
provisions and may be delegated certain administrative d ties, the
contract officer remains the responsible official for en, ring
contract compliance.

Parttime supervision

In February41978 we reported that BIA's contract monitoring
prac/tices were ineffective in identifying poor tribal performance
or ensuring corrective action. The ineffective monitoring was



due in part to the representatives supervising contracts on a
part-time basis.

.

. Supervision arld monitoring is still done by BXA and IRS
representatives as a. part-time, collateral duty. They usually
have full-time responsibilities ih other BXA or IRS' programs with
the supervision and Monitoring be1ng added to their full-time
responsibilities.* IRS isually assigns the senior person at a res-
ervation the addrtylialMuty of project Officer, BIA uses program
personnel assigned to the agency office, or in some %ases Wthe
area office, as the contract Or grant officer representative.

BIA and IRS representatives were generalily placing a low pri-
ority on the contract supervision and monitoring aspect of their
work. They gala that they considered their full time assignments
as their top' priority and, as a result, did not devote much of .

their time-totcontract and grant administration wor k. To ade-
quately monitor and supervise contracts, ,they.. felt that substan-

.

tially Vor4pf their time would be required. ...

-For example, one representative we visited had been,assigned
to supervise and monitor all BXA contracts (usually abouE'201
with the Colville Confederated Tribes imadditibn to his normal
duties as the agency's administrative officer and acting superin-
tendent when the superintendent was absent. The representative
sai§,tat his.normal dutieS took up so much of his time that he
could' not provide indepth supervision and monitoring for all
contrabts. Consequently, he was not knowledgeable about contract
specifics, such,as the the work statnt, required products to
be produced, or services to be providedc including various studies,
manuals, and reports,.

Monitoring reports

BIA and IHd representatives seldom prepare contract monitor-
ing reports, and when they do, the reports often do not discuss,
contractor performance. At two BIA and /HSarea offices 34 of
the 48 contract files examined htd no monitoring reports. -Of the
14 monitoring'reports that were prepared, only 7 addressed con-
tractor performance.

The contract and grant agreements required the tribes to sub-
.

mit'periodic progress and expenditure reports and final perform-
ance and expenditure reports. As part of the final performance
report, the tribes were sometimes required to submit documents,
such as plansor manuals,,prepared with contract funds. The
tribes. did not submit One or more of tft..required reports and/or
documents, or did not submit them in a timely manner, in 7 out of
12 contracts we selected at the Portland area office. /n addi-
tion, the reports that were submitted often did not provide de-
tailed infOrmatiOn on how work,was being accomplished.

For example,"a $64,000, 151flonth BXA grant, ending June 30,
1979, was awarded to the Colville Confederated Tribes. The

3.2
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tribe. was required op submit an expenditure report within 10 days.
of the end ,,Of each month and a progress report within 10 days of

r- the end of each quarter.. Final expenditure and performance reports
were also required within 90 days of grant completlon.

he tribe failed au stantialli to comply with these report.
inklipWrements. Mo xpenditgre reports covered' periods of
2 tot4 months inste, of being subm4ted_maathly as required.
Further, none of the requited'quarterly progress reports, the
final report, and a planning study. had been submitted to BIA at
the time of otm visit in August 1980.

The tribal geologist said that he had not submitted quarterly
progress reports or a final report because he did not know it was
a grant requirement, He said that the BIA grant officer represent
ative had done very little monitoring' and had not advised him of
the requirement. .11 tribal accountant said that expenditure
reports probably were not submitted monthly because there may have
been somemonths.in which no exp!nditdres were made. However, a'
BIA'Portland Area Office grant specialist said that the tribe is
generally very slow in Submitting the required reports and invoices
for most of its grants. He said its slowness may be due, in part,
to the tribe's receiving advance funds through a letter of credit.
He-explained that, once the ds are received, there is little BIA
can do to encourage the% to submit its reports.

Little training

While three of the representativeswe interviewed said that.
they had received some formal training, they felt it had not dealt
with several important aspects of contract monitoring and that,it
was not provid90 frequently enough.

Some representatives'said the,training was in-adequate in such
critical areas as the legal aspects'of contracting and in what
actions the representatives should take if the contractor isnot
in compliance with the contract. ?One contract officer represent
ative sad that he was uncertain'as to how closely he should moni
tor a contractor because the subject was not adequately covered
in the one training session he attended. We noted that the lesson
plan for the 2day course devoted only 30 minutes to4he subject
of evaluating a contractor's .performance.

CONTRACTS NOT AUDITED
IN A TIMELY MANNER

Contracts between-MA and Indian tribes were:not being,
audited in a timely manlier. For example, since selfdetermigation
contracts started in 19.75, none have been audited at BIA'S Navajo
area Office Mare are two main 'reasons for this situation.

First, closeo t procedures, which generally include an audit,
have. not been este lished for BIA's Navajo Area Office self
determination con acts. Some effort has been made to establish

13 25
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them, such as eliMinating audits on contracts of i6ss-th.01.$50000, .

, but ho overali'proceaures have beed,put7int6 effect. '.BIA Navajo': : '..

,Area Office officials believe thig0 it.will be virtually imposeible ,.
to get the tribes to cooperate wIth.lodar closeout probeclured unll, .

,..til. they*are made part orBlIA regulations. - . ,
. .. .

. . .
.

,
. . ,.

Second, iInterior's Office of the Inspector general' is unable .".

to audit BIA contracts because of -a -lack' of,' r esourcei.lik In anuary
1900, the chief of contratting.services for.the Navajo area office^. ..

wrote,the regional audit manager of InterioesiOffice of the I.4.0.°
jspector General requesting audits on' 73 contracts totaling ah t '

..-- $100 millioh. The outstanding balance on the letter&of c.red for
these contracts totaled over $22 .million: The segldtiel ,aud i t - -

. ager "eplied that his office did not have the_staff to undertake c . .
a job cif such magnitude.

. .

, .040t
. . .

,. . .

4 .

. We believe audits are necessary to identity disallowaleocosta
and to encourage contractual compliance on'the part of trws. 1

..

Interior's Office of the Inspector General does notthave sta
resources to ensure that contracts 44 audited in a bimelq Mantle
it needs to consider using CPAs to audit contracts between BIA a
Indian. tribes.

POOR CASH MANAGEMENT , ., ,
...

1.s.- '- 4A1
Pfior to 1976, self-determination contracts were fundean,

quarterly cash advances- in amounts large enough to cover the .._
tribes' total expected quarterly expendituress When the volume of
self-determination contracts began- to, increase, Letters of credit.
were established in an attempt to lessen.the Cost -of financing .

,

/these contracts. For those tribes having seIf4Jetermination con- ' ,
..,.

tracts totaling at least $120,000' yearly, individual letters of'
credit were authorized from ihich they could draw monity;needed for
immediate expenditures. Thus, the U.S. Treasury. would not have _

. .-

to advance large.amousts of unneeded money at the beginning of :
each quarter and, theoretically, could save substantial aittounts,,,
of interest on the unused money. -

.

. - v . co '
.

Under :the letter-of-credit-eystemi the tribe obtains money On ...

request bby submitting a "request for payment" to the appropriate ,

Federal Reserve,bank or to a local authorized 'bank, depending oh" e
where its letter of credit has been established. 4/ Once A'letter ,

of credit is estiablished for the tribe, the amount is increased.
when an agency awards it additional contracts or grant's. 'When the
tribe requests funds from the Treasury.7.1t identifies which 'contract -_
or grant (more than one contract or grant .can be, identified) the
withdrawal should be charged against The Treasury th4n Mends the :

,. _.. .. .
, ' :

4

1/Letters of credit for BMA contracts are usually establithed at
Federal Reserve banks. 1

A
,
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tribe or its commercial bank a check for the amount of the request
and sends a copy of the tribe's request to the appropriate agency.

BIA procedures state'that-drawdowns should be made' for immed-
iate expenditures only and that expense vouchers verifying the
expenditures should be submitted by the tribes to BIA within 15
working days after the end of December and 3une each year.

BIA's Phoenix and Gallup Area Offices were not following the
above procedures for tribes in their areas. Examination of the
letters of credit reviewed at these locations indicates that the
tribet are withdrawing money far in advance of needs and are not
submitting expense vouchers in a timely manner.. This has resulted
in large outstrding balances where expense vouchers have not been

for as longsubmitted4s 4 years. In spite of direction by
BIA headquarters to take specific action against tribes if the
outstanding balances are not reduced, these BIA area offices did
littlelor nothing to resolve the'matter. Audits by other organi-
zatibri's have found similar problems. These problems are discussed
in more detail below.

Large outstanding balances

.The letters of credit we reviewed for the Navajo, Papago, and
Hopi Tribes revealed that large amounts of money have keen with
drawn for which BIA has not received expense vouchers. During 3une
and July 1980, the BIA offices in Gallup and Phoenix audited these
letters 'of credit, among others, and determined that vouchers had
not been submittej to account for the following 'drawdowns:

Owtstandinq
Letter-of-Credit Balances

Hopi $ 1,275,317
Navajo 16,637,837 f.
Papago 1,011,702 *

Total 118,924,856.

Letters .were sent to some of the tribes in July notifying
.them of the magnitude of outstanding balances due and, requesting
that immediate steps be taken to rectify the matter. Some vouchers
were submitted, but as of September 1980, the amount of the Out-
standing letter-of-credit balances had not been reduced much.
Although most of the outstanding funds were withdrawn in fiscal.
year 1980, about $5.9 million was a year or more old and some
drawdowns were, as much as 4_years old.

In June 1980, the BIA Commissioner directed all BIA area
'*directors to immediately notify delinquent tribes that they had

30 days to reduce.their outstanding letter-of-credit balances.
After 30 days, a bill of collection was to be issued. After 30
More days, the matter was to be referred to the Commissioner for
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final resolution. Further, and more importantly, the Commissioner
stated that where a tribe is continually delinquent in submitting
experfte vouchers to BIA, it shall be notified that it has 30 days
to act on the delinquency or the letter of credit will be canceled. .

Phoenix area office officials had taken preliminary action
on the first two steps but had not turned over any matters to the
Commissioner for resolution. No attempts had been made to termi-
nate the Papago and Hopi Tribes' letters of credit even though
they have been, continually delinquent for as many as 4 years.

At the Navajo area office, the situation was even worse. The
finance officer and contracting officensaid that they had never -

seen the Commissionet's direCtive, and the assistant area director
said that he thought he may have seen it once but was not familiar
with it.

Below is the outstanding letter-of-credit'balance as of
September 1980.

Year
contract Outstanding balance due
completed, A221 Navajo Papago, Total

0

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

.

Total

$ -
24,95t

365,209
251,269

.

318,781

$ a/17,299
68,571

215,359
4,4.0,264
11,485,875

$ -
a/226,695

. a/180,588
- a/64,834

298,298

$ 17,299
320,220
761,156

4,776,367
12/102954

$960,213
.

$16,247,388. $770,415 $17,977,996

a/No change from the previous BIA audit done during June and July
1980.

Overdrawn contracts

.The Navajo Tribe had withdrawn about $40U,000 from its letter
of.credit in. excess of the total amount authorized under three
contracts with BIA. According to BIA's finance officer, the Trea-
sury Department keeps records only on the total amount of the
letter-of-credit, which may cover several contracts, not on how
much has been drawn against each individual contract.. Therefore,
the letter-of-credit procedures allow a tribe to withdraw as much
as it wishes against any one contract as long as the composite
total-funds available from all grants and contracts--does not
exceed the total amount of the letter of credit. .As with any
withdrawal, BIA would not know that a tribe bad exceeded the amount

.authorized by the contract until the Treasury sends it a copy of
the withdrawal request. At this point a tribe would already have
the funds in its' possession or have spent the funds. This situa-
tion does not give the Federal Government adequate control .of its
foinds because the procedures do not prevent unauthorized withdrawal
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of funds and provide only for identifying the improper withdrawal
of,funds some time after it has already happened;

Although the tribe's $400,000 overwithdrawal occurred more
than a year before our audit in August 1980, the finance officer
and the assistant area director said that they were unaware that
the tribe hdd withdrawn more funds than authorized by the three
contracts. The contracting officer said he thought an overwith
drawal had occurred but he did not know what should be done about
it.
.Other letterofcredit audits

Our concern over the manner in which the letters of credit
are being handled by the tribes is supported,Lbtan Zaterior\Q4lice
of the Inspector General's audit at BIA's_Billinga Area Office and
by a public accounting firm's audit of an Indian farm operation.

In 1980 a private accounting firm audited a Navajo farm proj
ect. The firm examined the farm's financial statements to evalu
ate the accounting control system. The firm noted irregularities
in, the manner in which money was being withdrawn from federally
financed programs. According to the audit report certain cash re
imbursements for Federal grant programs were received "well in
advance of disbursement requirements in 1979." 1/ The report also
stated that receipt of such reimbursements in advance appeared to
be contrary to detailed grant provisions.

The Office of the Inspector General's report on BIA's Billings 's
Area Office showed serious problems in the area office's management
of its letters of credit. The Office of the Inspector General
found that:

--Eight of 10 tribes or tribal contractors whose letters of
credit were reviewed had not submitted expense vouchers
for 40 percent or more of the amount withdrawn.

--Of.11 organizations operating under letters of credit, only
3 were reasonably current in providing expense.vouchere.

Treasury guidelines require a review of the use of letterof
credit funds at least quarterly. Interior's Office of the Inspec
tor General found that the Billings area office was neither making
the review nor obtaining the data it needed for effective letter
ofcredit monitoring. The report also showed that of the $24.6.
million in lettersofcredit drawdowns between fiscal year 1977.
and June 30, 1979, $13.4 million (55 percent) was still outstanding
on August 31, 1979. In 1976 Interior's Office of the Inspector

1/ Emphasis added.
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General reported that the Billings area office had $1.3 million
outstanding advance payments that were over a year old and for
which expense vouchers had not been submitted. In August 1979,
the amount outstanding had risen to over $2.2 million.

The above facts indicate an abuse of the letter-of-credit
system which circumvents its intent. We are currently performing
a comprehensive review of BIA's financial accounting system which
addresses,40ng other things, system design and operating weak-
nesses affectigg BIA's accountability over and cash management
for contracts and grants.

TRIBAL FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Some Indian tribes are not properly managing Federal contract
and grant funds. As a result there were questionable expenditures
and reimbursements, inadequate documentation supporting expendi-
tures, unauthorized transfer of funds between contracts and grants,
and poor internal financial controls. Audits by Interior's Office
of the Inspector General and audits by CPA firms have identified
questionable or unallowable costs in tribal contracts and grants
with various Federal agencies.

For example, an April 1980 audit of the Rosebud Sioux Tribe
by Interior's Office of the Inspector General questioned about
$1.6 million of costs and disallowed about $575,000. Letter-of-
credit funds drawn in excess of needs, billings in excess of actual
expenditures, salaries of employees not covered by the contract,
and unallowable interest charges were disallowed.

The audit report described the tribe as an inept contract
administrator. It said that the tribe cannot keep track of its
funds, cannot effectively manage resources to provide continued
program operation, and ignores contract terms and applicable regu-
lations. It described the tribe's cash management methods as
based on the principle of spending whatever funds were available
whenever it wanted, and for whatever purposes it desired, regard-
less of the origiftl intent for the funds.

A December 1979 audit of the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska, also by
Interior's Office of the. Inspector General, questioned about
$594,000 of costs and disallowed about $172,000 for such things
as improper use charges, duplicate charges, overcharges, undocu-
mented costs, and improper equipment leasing.

Another Interior Office of the Inspector General audit of two
BIA contracts with the Crow Tribe questioned $36,219 of the costs.
Three other audits by a CPA firm reported serious problems in the
tribe's financial management system. The audits were of a Depart-
ment of Energy weatherization grant for about $87,000 that had
over 80 percent of the costs questioned; a Community Services
Administration weatherization grant for about $40,000 that had
over 65 percent of the costs questioned; and a Department of
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Housing and Urban Development community development block grant for
about $290,000 that had over 55 percent of the costs questioned.

Navajo' COMmunity College audit

Our March 1980 audit of the Navajo Community College'l/ dis-
closed that the college was apparently overfunded by over T3 mil-
lion for fiscal.year 1980. The overfunding involved a change in
the methodology used to determine community college funding lev-
els; the methodology had become effective at the beginning of
fiscal year 1980 but was not used. For fiscal year 1980 the col-
lege requested and received $6.4 million.

After the'regulations implementing the Tribally Controlled
Community College Assistance Act were developed, BIA recomputed
the college's funding level and determind it to be $2.5 million.
Thdrefore, the college owed BIA the difference, about $3.9 mil-
lion. Our audit to determine the proper funding level basically
upheld BIA's position except that, in applying the formula for
determining full-time equivalent students, we arrived at a
slightly higher level than did BIA. In either case, the college
was apparently overfunded by over $3 million.

During our previous audit, we discussed the matter of over-
payment with the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs.
The Deputy Assistant Secretary told us that BIA had no intention
of recovering the gverpayment..

Improper expenditures under
contracts and grants

Although we did not make a complete financial review for all
of the contracts and grants examined, we did identify sgme question-.
able or improper expenditures.

For example, we traced 51 travel transactions on a BIA tourism
contract with the Navajo Tribe. Examination of the $8,350 travel
expenditures charged to that contract indicated that $2,205 was
disallowable and $628 was questionable. The expenditures were
disallowhble or questionable because they were unnecessary, un-
authorized by the contract, or could not be related to the con-
tract's purpose.

Examples of some of the questionable or disallowable expendi-
tures are:

--A staff member hand-carried a purchase order from Window
Rodk to a printer in Albuquerque. He then picked up other

'1/"Navajo Community College Funding Problems" (CED-80-79, Mar. 21,
1960).
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preprinted material and stayed the night in Albuquerque.
A, We question the need to hand-carry the order to Albuquerque.

Cost: $,92.58.

--Three stailWabesa traveled to the Papago Reservation and
,spent one day looking at housing. Since housing was not
related to the contract, we believe the trip cost of $533.87
is disallowable.

--A staff member traveled about 30 miles to attend a seminar
not related to the tourism contract. When. the seminar was
over he stayed the night rather than driving the 30 miles
home. We-question the cost of the seminar as well as the
need, to spend the night. Cost: $67.13.

--A staff member drove to Phoenix to attend a Department of
Housing and Urban Development forum. Since attendance at
this forum was not authorized by the contract, we believe
the trip cost of $236.97 is disallowable.

BIA Gallup AreA Office officials said they were aware of
'improper charges that occur at various times on tribal contracts
but that contract officer representatives do not have the time or
the resources to check every voucher sent in by the tribes. They
said that this situation will probably continue as long as con-
tract officer representatives have duties other than contract ad-
ministration.

finally, we question part of a 1979 BIA grant for $92,000
to the Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation. The
grant was to fund the completion of several administrative proj-
ects. The tribes were to submit written.documents, such as plans
and a manual, in relationship to these projects. The grantee
subsequently used the..funds to pay the salaries of four planning
department and contract and budget office employees who were sup-
posed to complete, the projects. Although the personnel assigned
to the projects did work on them, we were told by tribal repre-
sentatives that a substantial amount of the employees' time was
spent on normal departmental activities. The expenditures for the
amount of time each employee was not working on the grant projects
are questionable.

Funds transferred between
programs

Interior's Office of the Inspector General audited 50 BIA
contracts and grants with the Rosebud Sioux Tribe totaling more
-than $9 million and covering fiscal'years 1977 through 1979. It
reported that the tribe's primary method of obtaining working
capital was to transfer funds between programs. It found 'over
2,300 transfers involving over .$22 million, with amounts ranging
from 78 cents to $150,000. The transfers were by verbal' request.
to the bank to move funds from one of more than 45 accounts to
another, by tribal checks written from one program to another,
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and by Government checks intended for one program being deposited
into another program's account.

An Interior Office of the Inspector General audit of BIA
contracts and grants with the Omaha Tribe of Nebraska in December
1979 concluded that internal control over tribal financial opera-
tions is not adequate to ensure that Federal funds are spent for
the purposes intended. It reported that the tribe used Federal
funds to make loans to other tribal accounts and tribal members
and failed to record these loans in a manner which would facili-
tate identification and collection.

QUESTIONABLE PRACTICES

We noted several practic0 involving grants, contracts or
modifications to existing contracts which we believe should be
stopped: These_ include

--using expired appropriations to fund contracts,

--increasing funding without increasing the amount of serv-
ices to be provided,

- -increasing contract funding levels without the tribes
reqapsting the additional funds, and

- -using training and technical assistance grant funds for pur-
( , poses other than improving tribal managetent capabilities.

Contracts funded with
expired appropriations

A basic rule on obligating appropriations is set out in 31
U.S.C. 712a, which provides that

"Except as-otherwise provided by law, all balances
of appropriations contained in the annual appropri-
ations bills and made specifically for the service
of any fiscal year shall only be applied to the
-payment of expenses properly incurred during that
year, or to the fulfillment of contracts,properly
made within that year."

In interpreting this provision, we have held that in order to
obligate, a fiscal year appropriation for payments to, be made in a
succeeding year, the contract not only must have been made within
the fiscal year to be charged, but it also must have been made to
meet a bona fide need of the fiscal year to be charged. Gener-
ally, we have found that a bbna fide need for services does not
arise until, the fiscal year in which the services are rendered.
The exception to this would appear to be where it is not.feasible
to divide the contract between fiscal years--for example, where
the services are a part of a contract for an end product and the
need for the services thus coincides with the need for the product.
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BIA approved a contract modification and IHS approved five
contracts with expired appropriations. The details of these'con
tracts follow.

BIA's Gallup Area Office apprbved a $1.1 million modifica
tion to the farm management service contract on September 25, 40
1979, 3 working days before the close of fiscal year 1979. Most
of the work utilizing the $1.1 million obligated in fiscal year
1979 was done and paid for in fiscal year 1980. We discussed
the matter with the contracting officer and the assistant area
director at Gallup and were told that the contracting officer at

--the-timeofthemodifIcation was no longer with BIA's Gallup- Area
Office. The current contraEting officer said the transaction
should not have taken piaci.

IBS' Billings Area Office awarded five contracts totaling
about $370,000 with'expired appropriations.

Two examples of these contracts are:

--An ambulance service contract for $99,801 was awarded on
October 10, 1978, using fiscal year 1978 funds. (The
Federal fiscal year 1978 ended on Sept. 30.) The period
of performance using the 1978 funds was September 30, 1978,
through September 30,, 1919. This was extended by modifi
cation for another $99,801 to September 30, 1980, using
fiscal year 1979 funds.

,A psychiatric service contract for $28,525 was awarded on
September 28, 1979, using fiscal'year 1979 funds. The

, period of performance was September 30,-1979', through
September. 30, 1980.

The Director of the Billings area IHS said that his office
receives direction and advice tromIHS headquarters and has fol
lowed its direction in utilizing available funding.

Contract modifications awarded
without increasing services

We examined e6 contracts and determined that in four cases,
about $162,124'was added to contracts without a corresponding
increase in the work statement or in the amount of services to
be ,provide

For exa ple, BIA awarded a $25,000 cotract to t5e Warm
Springs Tri es to arrange and conduct a nationwide Indian timber
symposium. The contract was modified in September 1979 by an
additional $8,000. The increase was justified on the basis that
costs had been underestimated. However, the modification did not
increase the amount of services to be provided and did not explain
why the costs had been underestimated.
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In another example, BIA entered into a $129,419 contract with
the Colville Confederated Tribes to provide an adult education prds-

1)

gram. .A modification was warded 6 days before the end at the con-
tract period to add about 9,000. The increase was for training
assistance to students who enrolled in summer courses in area
colleges. Although the work statement was expanded, justification
for the increase was never documented, and a November 29, 1979,
financial audit showed that only about $3,193 of the additional
funds was used. Since the summer courses were completed by the
time the modification was approved, and only about one-third of
the budget was used, it appears that the modification should not

--have been approved. The contracting officer agreed that it should
not have been approved, but the lack ofie-grttracting office staff
did not allow enough time to adequatelytreview all modification
requests.

Contract modifications awarded
without reguests from tribes

In nine instances contracts were modified 'to increase funds
witnout any apparent need or request from the tribe. In three of
the nine contracts, BIA headquarters notified the area office that
$3.9 million was available for various program areas. The area
office then added this amount to the contracts. In another case
BIA sent a letter informing the contractor that an additional
$1,541 was available. The contractor then asked to have his
contract modified for that amount even though there had been no
previous indication of a need for these funds. In two other in-
stances amounting to $17,0Q0, the contract files contained no
information on the increase other than the general statement that
the purpose of the modification was to increase the contract dollar
amount.

We also noted a questionable yearend contract. BIA awarded
the Papago Tribe a $20,000 contract to develop a farm. The con-
tract requirements were far in excess of what could be provkded
for $20,000. Three months later, however, BIA increased the con-
tract by $1 million and, ,at the same time, significantly reduced
the scope of work. The contracting officer said that only $20,000 '

had been awarded initially because that was the sum available fax
the project in that fiscal year, but the contract's scope of work
had not been adjusted accordingly.' After funds became available
n the new fiscal year, the.contract's scope of work was amended
to consider what could be 'provided at the new funding level:

We had previously noted questionable yearend spending by
BIA. In a July 1980 report I/ on yearend spending practices, we
told the Congress that a BIA area office had improperly obligated

1 / "Government Agencies Need Effective Planning To Curb Ur, ecessary
Year-End Spending" (PSAD-80-67, July 28, 1980).
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ove; $1.1 million in lei rush to obligate excess funds b= ore they
expired. The area off ice had made purchases without a navlide
need, acted funds to contracts without a request fro e con-
tractor, and funded contracts with expired appropriat ons. For
example:

--A purchase order was issued on September 27, 1979, for
$109,a25 to purchase 18.gas and 10 electric golfcart-type
vehicles. The order was iSsued without any documentation -%
of current need.

--A modifiCation for $140,000 was awarded on September.19,
1979, without increasing the goods or services-and without--
a request from the contractor or any other evidence of a
bona fide 'need.

te.

--A modification for $50,000 was iwarded on December 14,
1979, effective October 1 to 30, 1979, but used expired
fiscal year 1978 funds instead of fiscal year 1980 funds.

Timber stand improvement contract

4BIA has been, awarding contracts for several years to the
Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation to manage and
operate a timber stand improvement program. The primary objective
of the program hab been to thin out some trees on overstocked land
to increase the remaining trees' growth rate.

The thinning, however, was costing substantially more-than
had been expected because, according to BIA forest management
personnel, the tribe was subcontracting the work to tribal members
and the costs were not always, determined through "arm's-length"
transactions. According to1,the contract officer representative,
the tribe was reaching individual agreements with each of the
subcontractors instead of using competitive bids. About't months
before,the end of the contract, BIA essentially took over the
thiming program and instituted competitive bidding. Since then
the work has progressed at an estimated 30 percent cost reduction.

In February 1980 BIA.agreed orally with the tribe for BIA
to essentially take over cqmplete control of the program. Under
this arrangement, the tribe's role was limited to paying.subcor&
tractors who do the work under BIA supervision. Despite the
tribe's limited role, BIA continues to contract with it for the
timber stand improvements. The latest contract for $515,000 is
for the 15-month period from July 1, 1980, to September 30, 1981.
The tribeis to receive $70,000 in indirect costs for the initial
6 months'and, potentially, an additional $106,000 (39 percent of

4111 the remaining contract valueiLin indirect costs for the last 9
months, even, though it is incurring few indirect costs because
of its limited role in the program. The contract officer repre-.
sentative told us that BIA was continuing to contract with the
tribe for the program because the tribe, wishes to continue
doing so and it would be difficult to refuse sinceijt has been
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cooperative in other aspects of BIA's forestry program. Portland
area office officials stated that the contract would be reviewed
to determine whether it should be canceled or the tribe's responsi-
bilities increased.

_Seismic survey grant

BIA awarded a self-determination grant to the Colville Con-
', federated Tribes in the initial amount of about $36,000 to gather
basic geological data on the reservation's mineral resources and
analyze it for resource planning purposes. The grant was later
amended and funds approved in the amount of $10,000 for a seismic
survey -to- locale -a- potentIal water'source for an addition to the
tribe's water system.

NE.

BIA's approval of this survey appears questionable because
the survey is only remotely related to the legislative objec-
tives of thtself-determination grant program--assisting tribes
to improve their self-governing capabilities and to enhance their
abilitiei to effectively administer federally:funded programs
under contracts *or grants. Locating a water source would do
little if.anything to further these objectives. The assistant
area office director said that approving the seismic survey may
have been stretching BIA's guidelines but that it was related to
the tribal office building additidn. We fail to .see how locat-
ing a water source relates to an addition to an office building.

NEED TO SEPARATE PROCUREMENT
AND PROGRAM FUNCTIONS

We noted a potential conflict'of interest between'the progrtm-
related duties of contract/grant officer representatives and their
procurement-related duties of monitoring and reporting on tribal
performance. In our opinion, these problems stem from the manner
in which BIA is presently organized; that is, contracting officers
and contract/grant officer representatives. are responsible for
carrying out the procurement function but are supervised by program-
oriented personnel. We believe an organizational change is neces-
sary Ind, accordingly, are presenting several- alternatives for re-
organizing BIA. (See p. 27.)

Potential conflict of interest
exists due to merging program
and procurement functions

In BIA. the contracting officers at the area offices are sub-
) ordinate.to the area directors. Contracting officers therefore

are reporting to people whose primary responsibility is managing
programs. This situation presents a potential conflict of interest
due to the overlapping of the procurement and program functions.

"Wearing two hats" can cause certain conflicts of interest
between a representative's primary responsibility to program
functions and his /her'tontract monitoring activity, which is a
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procurement function. One contract officer representative with
program responsibility for social services said he could not func-
tion effectively as a contract officer representative and still
satisfy his objectives as a technical advisor and an advocate of
the tribes. He felt that in his primary duties he acts as an
advocate of the tribe and must seek its trust and confidence,
while in his role as contract officer representative he is more
like a policeman representing .BIA.

One contract officer representative was quick to point out
that his primary responsibility (his job) was subject to self-
deteemination by the tribe. Under the self-detetmination act,
as discussed in chapter 1, the tribe may request to contract with
Interior to plan, conduct, and administer programs or program seg-
ments which BIA is authorized to administer for the benefit of
Indians. Therefore, should he become "hard nosed".about his con-
tract officer representative .duties, the tribe could effectively
eliminate him by contracting for his primary responsibilities. He '

has been able to maintain harmony between the two roles by being
"reasonable" as a contract officer representative So that the sit-
uation is hirpothetical at this' point. However, should a problem
arise on-a--cyrrtract-fc-rwhict-tre-i-s-the-representdtive, he believes
the tribe could decide to contract for his responsibilities and he
would lose his job.

The Commission-on Government Procureient created by Public
Law 91-129 in November 1969 stated, in its December 1972 report
to the Congress: .

"Technical personnel tend to dominate personnel engaged
in the procurement process. Procurement personnel do
not receive the management support they must have in
order to bring their professional expertise into play
in awarding and administering contracts and, as a con-
sequence, they must often bow to the desires of requi-
sitioners who do not have.expertise in procurepent.".

The Commission recommended that the contracting officer be "the
focal point for making or obtaining a final decision on a pro-
Curement,"

. The Commission also criticized the practice of having the
head of=pr8curement report to someone other than the head of the
agency. Where the procurement chief is removed from the agency
head, the commission found that "little direct top management at-
tention is devoted to procurement or grant problems and the lack
of understanding of the importance of the procbrement function by
agency heads is apparent." The Commission further stated that, if
the procurement function is to operate effectively, it must be,
placed at a level in the organization that- .makes it highly visible
to the agency head. The chief of procurement in BIA does not
report to the agency head. (See chart 1 on p. 29.).

ft
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BIA regulations iniflementing selfdeter-Mination also recognize
the conflict between contracting and pregam administration in that

"Contracting by its very nature places Bureau officias
in the dual positign of assisting Indian tribes, in
many instances, by furnishing technical assistance in
preparation of contract proposals; and of carrying out
their fiscal and administrative responsibilities as
officials of the Federal'Government. It is recognized
that very Often these two positions are in opposition
to each other."

Conf.icts in administering
the SelfDetermination Act

he SelfDetermination Act permits tribes to contractjor the
perfor ance of personal services which would otherwise be performed
by Fed ral (BIA) employees.3 In a prior report 1/ we stated that we
believ d that the Congress expected that, as Federal control of pro
grams nd services shifted to the tribes through the increased use

4 Of self determination contracts, it would be accompanied by a de
Icrease A Federal employees (BIA), though it may not be on the

basis of oneforone.

This situation presents a dilemma or inherent conflict for
BIA employees who, if they are successful in implementing self
detertination, may well be eliminating their own jobs'. There

; fore, it is not in the BIA employees' best interest to encourage
tribes to use selfdetermination contracts. since by doing so they
may be putting themselves out of a job.

In corder-to provide a better opportunity for successful
implementation of Indian selfdeterminationA we believe that BIA
needs &separate office with the mission of helping those tribes
that wAtto_operate their own programs. The personnel in this
Tice would be-mbr.e inclined to.actively work toward achieving
elfdetermination objectiges because their jobs would not be elim
inated as tribes Increase their use of selfdeterminftion.con
tracts and:operate more and more programs themselves.

Proposed organizational changes`

In view of the codflicts of interest, the-pressures being
put on the contracting officers, and the findings of the Priocuraikt
ment Commission,%we are proposing some organizational changes*.-
that are designed to increase-the independenceof the contracting
function and reduce undesirable pressures and colfiicts of interest.

4'

AO

1/"The Indian Self7Determination Act--Many Obstacles Remain"
(HRD-18-59, 1978).
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A These proposals are also designed to enhance achievement of the
goals and objectives of the-*aqian,Self-Determination Acts The o
proposals follow. ..

,

. /

.

e
a

.

Proposal 1 V -
, .

Establish an independent Office of Contracts and.Grints Ad- :,

Ainistration reporting directly -to the Assistant Secretary fog .1,4 -
Indian Affaiis with areview panel monitoring contracts over
$100,000. The-purpose of-the-office would be to ensure thit BIA t

and the tribes are complying with all applicable procuremente.laws ,

.

and regulations. The review panel could be made up from the-Of-
fice of Policy, Budgets and Administration; the Office of Educe- , .

tion Programs; t e Bureau of Indian Affairs; and-the-Office-et
Contracts end Gr nts Administration. panel could retort to the
Assistant Secretary y for Policy, Budget, and, Administration, (See _

.

....I

Dhart -2 on p. 3 .)
.

. .

The purpose of
.

this proposal is to eliminate or reduce the
direction from area office directors'og,contracting officers, .

a
provide for independent supervision anTmonitoring of tribal perk ,

formance under grants and contracts, and establish full-tirie ...

contract administrators at the agency-level.

Proposal 2
. fir

rn additionto Proposal 1, establish a separaterate Office of. .
.

-.*

Self-Determination directly under the Assistant Secretary for , .

Indian Affairs. The purpose of the office would!bakto perpetuate, \I
the goals and objectives of the Indian Solf-Determiliation and

.
',

O
=

Educatton Assistance Act. (See art 3 on. p. 31.1 \.-.

. . \ '441'°

, The purpose of this proposal is to eliminate the.lnherent- 4 " :
./!. conflict between ,the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the goals and ' ', :.

objectives of the Self-Determination Act, and facilitate self- .
.

determination and enhance the probability of its success. ..

°

Proposal 3
., 4

"or
Modify P roposal 1 by having the Office of Contraces,and Gtants

Administration directly under the Assistant Secretary for Policy, ' .

Budget, and Administration. (See chart 4 on p. 32.) . : -," ''' . :i
2 ,

The purpose of this proposal is to give greater.indepaildenae.
to the Office of Cc:entracte and Grants in supervising and monitoring 1.4..
tribal grants and contracts.

I
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INADEQUATE MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL
OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY

Property management systems were examined at nine tribal
organizations and in five instances were found to 'be inadequdte
or nonexistent. As a result, Federal agencies are unable to
determine what Government property is being used by these Indian
tribes, _and the. tribes do not have adequate controls for the Gov-
ernment property in their possession.

Federal regulations require a satisfactory system for managing
property and keeping records. Indian Self-Determination Act regu-
lations require, as part of a contract application, a proposed
property management system or agreement to establish one within 90
days of contract execution.

For example, the All Indian Pdeblo_Council's property manage-
ment system is not being properly managed and consequently is of
little use in controlling Government property. The system is not
up to date and is incomplete. In December 1979, for example, 42
items were purchased for $8,000 under a BIA contract; as of Septem-
ber 1980, these items had not been entered into the system because
property is recorded as it is used under a contract or grant.

In another example, the Makah Tribe purchased property under
one of the contracts we reviewed but had not used proper proce-
dures to account for it. For example, over $4,000 worth of diving
equipment had been purchased with contract funds but had not been
recorded in the,tribe'g equipment inventory or tagged as Government
property.

BIA contracting office-staff in Portland agreed that the
tribes were not always maintaining proper inventory records of
accountable Government property. They said that, due to a short-
age of contracting office staff, reporting and inventorying pur-
chases of accountable Government property had been inadequate at
the tribal level.

In another example, the Papago Tribe's property management
system was inadequate. It appeared that little or no control was
maintained over Government property assigned to a Tribal Work Ex-
perience Program or to a children's home. The inventory list for
the work, program had not been updated since 1974. The contracting
officer representative for the program said that a recent inventory
had been taken but the results had .not been forwarded to him.

The contracting officer representative for the children's home
said that no Government property had'been assignedto or purchased
for the home. However, we were told by the home'S director thatle
couch and chair set worth about' $300 had recently been purchased
with, BIA funds and that its purchase record and accountability

--should be available through the contracting officer 'representative.
When informed of this, the contract officer representative said
he had not been told of the pdrchase.

t
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OTHER FEDERAL _AGENCIES

Although similar problems with contracts and grants were
observed at other Federal agencies, they were generally not as
frequent or severe. Some problems, however, were identified.

For example, the Economic Development Administration awarded
a $575,000 grant to the Colville Confederated Tribes to build a con
valescent center. The center was virtually completed in January
1979, but was not in use at the time of our visit in August 1980
because certain safety features had not been incorporated. When
the facility was built, the tribe had not adequately considered
minimum building 'requirements, and the Economic Development Admin
istration had not adequately monitored and supervised the project.
Tribal official's told us that they had anticipated that the IHS
would make funds available to the tribe to operate the facility
under contract once it was completed. However, when the facility
was completed, the tribe found that IHS did not have, funds avail
able for this purpose.

The tribe then applied for Medicaid funding, which required
a Federal/State inspection of the facility. When the facility was

inspected,
it was found to be deficient in several safety aspects,

including the lack of a sprinkler system, fire dampers in the
ceiling, and fire partitions. The facility therefore could not
qualify for Medicaid funding until the deficiencies were corrected.
The tribe had considered such safety features in the initial design
phase, but they were deleted in order to keep the facility's cost
in line with the gra t amount.

An Economic D elopment Administration official said that
the Administratie may not have,made an indepth review of the
center's plans and that site visits during the construction of
the center might have disclosed the safety problems at an earlier
date. - -Okt

CONCLUSIONS

In the 3 years since our February 1978 report, BIA has done
little to improve its control over contracts and grants with
Indian tribes. BIA has entered into contracts with .inadequate
criteria for measuring performance and ones in which the starting
dates preceded the award date. BIA and IHS contract and grant
agreements are vague and poorly written to the point that com
pliance is difficult'#nd enforcement is almost impossible.
Further, BIA's proceTures and practices were not effective in
identifying and correcting poor tribal-performance.

Some Indian tribes are not following letterofcredit pro
cedures; they are withdrawing money far in excess of immediate
needs and are not submitting timely expense vouchers. Further,
grants and contracts with Indian tribes are not always being
audited in a timely manner by BIA because of limited staff.
Financial audits of tribes could be done by CPA firms.
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We noted several practice's involving grants, contracts, or
modifications to existing contracts which we believe should be
stopped. These include

--using expired appropriations to furid contracts,

--increasing funding without increasing the amount of serv
ices to be provided,

--increasing contract funding levels without the tribes
requeiting the additional funds, and

--using training and technical assistance grant funds for
purposes other than improving tribal management capabilAl
ities.

There is a potential conflict of interest between the program
related duties of BIA contract/grant officer representatives and
their procurementrelated duties of monitoring and reporting on
tribal performance. These conflicts stem from the manner in which
BIA is presently organized. Program and procurement functions are
not separated, which does not provide for effective internal con

(

trol.

The inadequate or nonexistent property management systems
used by five of the Indian tribes we visited indicated a lack of
control of Government property being used by them on Federal con
tracts and grants.

RECOMMENDATIONS

We are repeating the substance of Our prior recommendations
to the Secretarytof the Interiop that the Assistant Secretary for
Indian Affairs be directed to revise BIA policies, procedures,
and practices tot

--Require that all contract and grant agreements incliide
specific criteria against which to measure per.formance.

--Terminate a contract or grant ware tribal performance con
stitutes grounds for termination under the pertinent statute.

--Prohibit award of contracts in which the starting,date
precedes the date of award. ,

--Enforce compliance with the lettero4gcredit ptocedures.
This should include (1) precluding tribes from obtaining
cash in excess of their immediate needs, (2) requiring the
tribes to submit timely expense voucherh, and (3) revoking
die letterofcredit authority for tribes that ,fail to
comply with the letterofcredit procedures. .*

--Require monitoring of tribal lettero credit withdrawals:
on each contract or grant to Insure that a tribe does not
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withdraw more than, the Amount authorized by t4# contract
or grant.

- -Require !IA to arrange with CPA firms for annual financial
audits of contracts and grants with Indian tribes. --

- - Prohibit, where no law specifically permits carryover of
funds, the-.practice of using prior fiscal year funds to pay
foi goods and services that ae*-1.to be provided in the sub-

.

. sequent fiscal year unless the services are part of a con-
tract which is not feasible to divide between fiscal years.

--Prohibit award of contract modifications without a request
from the tribe and a corresponding increase in the work
statement or in the amount of services to be provided.

r-
- -Require tribes to submit appropriate financial and program
--progress reports. .

--Require tribes to develop adequate property management
systems.

To ensure that contract and grant provisions are effectively
carried out, we suggest that the .Secretary direct the Assiitant
Secretary for Indian Affairs to consider three possible alternative
organizational structures for BIA. (See.pp. 27 to 32.) The re-
organizationtshoUld include establishing full-time contract admin-
istrators reporting directly to the contracting 9Fficer.

The Secretary of Health and Human Services should direct the
Administrator of,.t114.Health Services Administration to reviseIHS
policies, procedures, and practices as appropriate to:

- -Require that all contract and grant agreements include
Specific criteria against which to measure' performance.

- -Terminate a contract or grant where tribal performance con-
stitutes grounds for termination under the pertinent statute.

- -Prohibit award of contracts in which the starting date pre-
cedes the date of award.

- -Require tribes to develop adequate property management
sydtems.

- -Require tribes to subMit appropriate financial and program
progress reports.

}ECONMENDATION TO THE CONGRESS

Because BIA has made little progress in resolving its continu-
ing management deficiencies, the Congress during its authorization,
oversight, and appropriation deliberations should require the
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Secretary of the Interior to report on the progress made in
implementing our recommendations.

AGENCY/COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION
,

the Department of Health and Human Services concurred with

03
our recommenda ns to'include specific performance measurement
criteria in al contracts and grants and in January 1981 issued
a new Contract format to all contracting officers. The new
format provides an array of criteria against which performance
can be measured. .

The Department concurred in part with our recommendation to
cancel a contractor grant where tribal periermance is unsatis
factory. It viewed this as substituting a itandard not author
ized by the legislation. We did not intend to recommend a new
standard or to compromise the safeguards in the legislation.
We wantedto emphasize the need to use rescinding Rrovisions in
the existing legislation where appropriate. We have;
modified the recommendation and it now states that a contract or
grant should be terminated when tribes do not perform in accord.
ance with conditions set forth in legislation.

The Department concurred with our recommendation to prohibit
awarding contracts in which the s arcing date precedes the date
orraward and has instructed its co tracting staff on this matter.

Concerning our recommendation to require tribes to develop
adequate property management syste sr the Department stated that
it is working on the development of adequate tribal property
management systems. Itc.xpects to implement the system during
fiscal year 1982.,

The Department concurred, with our recommendation to require
tribes to submit appropriate progresp reports. The Department
implemented a new grants and contracts review process which it
expects-willbring substantial_improvement to this area.

The Department commented that our recommendation against'
the use of prior year funds appears moot bebause there is appro
priation language (Public Law 96-514) allowing it to use prior
year funds to pay for the fulfillment of contracts in a subsequent
year: The Department is, however, developing a contracting proce
dure for rescheduling performance periods effective October 1
of each year. It plans-to fund such performance periods only
with current fiscal year appropriations'.

We did not make a specific recommendation to the Department
to prohibit this practice-because of the appropriation language ,
in Public Law 96-514 allowing this practice in fiscal years 1980 --
and 1981. The examples discussed in thd reports however, involve
fiscal years 1978 and 1979. We agree with the Department's planned
actions'in this regard.
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The Depar tmenf-b-f-Eh-erfit-erivr-general.-1-y-agr-eed
report findings and is taking action to close'out completed con-
tracts and grants through audits by its Inspector General's
Office or by private .auditing firms. Interior is also developing
an action plan to upgrade tribal accountinl systems.

Interior agreed with our recommendations to

--enforce compliance with the letter-of-credit procedures, 40

--monitor tribal letter-of-credit withdrawals on each con
trac t or grant to ensure a tribe does not withdrawanore
than the amount authorized by the contrast or grant,

--have BIA arrange with CPA firms'for annual financial'
audits of contracts and grants,

--prohibit award of `contract modifications without requests
from the tribe and a corresponding incrbase in the work
statement or in the amount of services to be provided,

40:tequire tribes to submit financial and program progress'
reports, and

--require tribes to develop adequate property management
systems.

Interior is, planning to develop appropriate instructions for
these recommendations and monitor compliance. .

Interior agreed with our recommendation that all contract
and grant agreements should include specific criteria against
which to measure performance. Interior expressed concern with
the words "specific.criteria" and suggested a better approach
would be to strive for aclear, concise statement-of work within
which a monitoring plan can be developed. It proposed to have
the BIA reviewing official certify that the pork statement is

--satisfactory for-this-purpose and to prepare 'a monitoring plan.
The Department is planning tp issue instructions on this matter
and monitor the progress on meeting this recommendation.

We believe specific criteria would include a clear, concise
statement of work and as such provide a basis for measuring pro-
gress in most cases. If properly implemented, the actions planned
by Interior should meet the objective of out recommendation.

The Department generally agreed with our recommendation
to cancel a contract or grant where tribal performance is unsatisr
factory. It. did, however, point out that,the legislation set
forth conditions for contract cancellation and t at they were not'
the same as under Federal Procurement Regulation ocedures.

We did not'intendto recommend action not au orized by
the legislation. We wanted to emphasize the nee to use the
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-aanceilatjaEL_prsgasiam%ja_the_existing leg.izlitiosia_tiehaze,
howerer, modified the recommendition to make it more compatible
with the legislation.

Interior generally agreed with .our recommendation to prohibit
award of contracts in which the starting date prededes the date of
awardibut felt there are circumstances when latitude should be
afforded andLthat a blanket,prohibition is unreasonable. It cited
the human fgUtor and.exceptions`provided for in the Federal Pro

.

curement RegulatiOns.' Intecior, however, is planning to instruct
field offices to'Prohibit the practicer. to extend contracts

will expire before necohtracts can be awarded, and to
con ract early in the cycle. The tribes will also be advised

' of the prqblem and the consequences bf noncompliande. Interior
plans to.monaor compliance wifk\the instructions.

Our recommendation was not intended to prohibit exceptions
provided for in the Federal Procurement Regulations. We believe
the large number of cases (141 out of 175) supports the need
for corrective action. However, although Interior instructed
its field offices on this,matter in response to our February 1978
report, little progress appears to have been made in response
to those instructions. ,Therefore we suggest close monitoring .of
compliance.with the new instructions.

Interior did not agree with our recommendation as written
to prohibit the pfactice of usin prior fiscal year funds to pay
for goods and 'services that are to be provided in the subsequent
fiscal year unless the services are part of a contract for an
en product and it is not feasible to divide the contract between.
fisca ars. Interior stated that since Public Law 93=638,con
racts ar for theoperation of BIA programs, they are all, in
effeck, service contracts and have no deliverable "end prodaW" .

per se. Interioi stated that our recommendation, inessence, says
there are* no inseverable service contracts unless the.ultimate.
objective of the contract is the delivery of an wend product:*
Interior used BIA contracts foz the operation of the higher educa
tion scholarship programs as an example where the need to pay the
tuition is in one fiscal year but most of the semester falls with
in the next fiscal year. Thus, there is no end product per se.
Interior is, however, planning to instruct its area contracting
officers to obtain, prior to award, a solicitor's review °f all
contracts financed with current fiscal yeap,appropriations whenever
the period of performance extends into the next fiscal year.

We agree with Interior that it may not always be feasible
to divide a contract between fiscal years and pave modified our
recommendation accordingly. Nevertheless: we/belleve the contract
we questioned would not fall into the exception category. Interior
Astlanning to take action which, if properly1implemented, should
prevent this situation from recurring. Our recommendation was

taimed at achieving this result.
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.----Inter--_ie-r--43144not--agzee-- our three suggestedatter_. .'

native organizational structures for BIA. Interior belieyes that
all of the proposals have a conitbri _flaw:and are based on tutee .

premises that are not entirely accurate. The' common flaw is that, .

under all those proposals, BiA's authority.to administer Public . '
Law 93-648 would be diluted or cOmplet4y eliminated while ,the re-
sponsibility for its success is 'r etained. The I ehsrthati-accurate
premises are that . . -, 0%

i,.. _.,
, . ,

--the contractual reAiionship between BIA and the ribes
or should be "at arm's length,',"

4
--monitoring of actions by a .Washingtowbased commilte

panel will enure accountablity, and -.
.

--mijor ,oriabizetianal changes are required tp
change ,

°

Interior did,,,however,,, recognize, the urg ency o
to increase BIA and tribal accountab Ii tr:-Irvontr
It believes what is needed in this regard cat. be a
within the current organization.

f

accomplish
... .

taking actiob
is dad grants.

ompliVhed-

et
. _

4 0Interior is planning to take the folloWing a tions.
?-Revise (Public Law 93-638 regulations-to 4; ' *

Federal drAnt and .Cooperative Agreement Ade. islaII..
shift Public taw 93 -638 contracts to%gr apkir AO wil I
vast- signatory and administraitive authority Vith ,,agency
superintendents.. N fir.

I P. - ... ' .. P.

--Establish full timePublic Law, 93-438 administrative' .
positions in the agency offices.

. 1- . -... st -.

--Area offices will ketabl ish an agency o/ersite finction
and will regort quarterly to the centryl office. . , '6

..,.,..._Until the regulations go into effec .t, interior is planning ta' -

issue instructions that will (I) make agency super 're-!.

sponsible for administrating all Public Law 93-638 con radts and -!' 6'.,
grants, (2)--Yequfte full-time, contract or grant .adml stratorEi . :g,
at the agency kevel, and (3) require the al ea office to. establish . :C..
an oversight .functioji. 4

.. ;,.. '
Although interior's planned ,actions to cleal with thisatter

are' a step -in the right directign and, should improve the tituistion,
we still believe some organiational cha ge is nebessacy to sepa- -'4
rate the procurement ankmgram functio s. The threeiorgankza-
nonal structures wer onered for con deration'and ccald be,. .

modified to meet the, heeds of t,)1Department. We do not isee hbw A
separating the procurement and pgram functions eliminates BIA

1 authority to administer Public .Law 93-108. Even with th two 4'
functions separated, we woad antidipate. that' personnel from bObh
groups would still work together to develop the contrac ua -

r
1
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documents. Once the terms and conditions have been specified
and agreed to by the tribe, we believe the contract function needs,
to have a separate chain of command in order to ensure compliance
with the terms and conditions. This would -also allow the program
personnel the opportunity to concentrate on program delivery and
provide technical assistance rather than have the additional duty
of monitoring contracts and grants.

. .

Regarding the premises, we agree that BIA and the tribes
have some contractual relationships that are not totally "at arm's.
length." This situation, however, would. not preclude the separa
tion of the procurement and program functions and enforcing the
terms and conditions of a contract or grant after it has been
negotiated with the tribe. Our suggestion of a Washingtonbased .

panel was not aimed so much at ensuring accountability but more
)at increasing the visibility of large .dollar contracts. We agree
that major organizational changes are not required to accomplish
change. In this case, however, we believe some organizational
change is necessary in order to provide the opportunity for better
witted contracts and compliance with the contractual terms and
conditions. -

Subsequent to receiving agency comments, a joint meeting
was held with staff of the House Committee on Interior and
Insular Affairs and officials-of the Department of-the Interior
to discuss the report and its recommendations. Concern was ex
pressed at this meeting that most of the same problems we found
in 1978 existed in 1980 even though BIA had agreed to take Cor%-
rective action. A long discussion was held on the need to sepa
rate program functions from those of awarding grants and contracts
and monitoring tribal performance. Interior officials agreed to
reconsider our proposed reorganizational changes and repprt back
to us within 90 days.

e'L
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I

PART OF OUR REPORT 1/ DISCUSSING

ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO DELIVER PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

THAT WILL IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE OF INDIANS

Although Federal agencies have repeatedly advised us and the
Congress that actions had been taken or planned.to correct the
management weaknesses discussed in our reports, .such actions were
not always taken, were inadequate, or were not implemented on a
continuing basis. The weaknesses have persisted through the years
with little or .rho progress 'in improving the delivery of Federal
programi and services to Indians.- As a result, many Indians may
haVe suffered needlessly, while costs of administering the programs
and services have increased. drastically. For example, BIA `s appro-
priations alone have. risen from about $500 million in fiscal year
1975 to about $1.0 billion for fiscal year 1980. If data were
available' on funds expended on Indian prograis administered by all
Federal agencies, Indian program- costs would be even higher.

We believe that implementation of the numerous recommendations
331 our reports would have vastly improved delivery of programs and
services to Indians. Over the years, we, congressional committees,
the American Indian Policy Review Commission, a BIA task force, and
others have reported on the failure of the BIA to correct weak-
nesses in its management of programs and services for Indians.
However ", the continued failure of Federal agencies, over the past
several years, to implement ur recommendations or otherwise cor-
rect management weaknesses e have identified has led us to the
conclusion that the Congre= s needs to consider alternatives to
insure more effective deli ery of programs and services to Indians.
Unless new alternatives, uch.as those discussqd in this chapter,
are adopted, mismanagement of programs and services may continue
and improvement of the qua y of life of Indians will be impeded.

The alternatives we identif d e:

at--Consolidate all federally admn i7 stered Indian programs
and services into a single agency, such as BIA or a
separate independent agency.

,

--Consolidate program areas, such as Indian education,
housing, and business development/ into the Federal de-
partment or agency having primary responsibility for that
area. For example, all Indian education could be under
the Department of Edudation, all Indian housing could be

linFederal Management Weaknesses Cry Out for AlternativeVTo
Deliver Programs and Services to Indians To Improve Their
Wality of Life" (CED-78-166, Oct. 31, 1978).
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under the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and
all Indian business development programs could be under the
Department of Commerce.

--Have all Federal agencies funnel their Indian program funds
through one agency, such as BIA, rather than directly to
Indian tribes.

--Assist tribes in developing the capability to manage Federal
programs and services and provide direct funding through
block grants.

Each of the alternatives has advantages and disadvantages.
In the discussions which follow, we have identified some of those
we believe could affect. Indians and the Federal Government:

CONSOLIDATE ALL FEDERALLY
ADMINISTERED INDIAN PROGRAMS
INTO A SINGLE INDEPENDENT AGENCY

On May 17, 1977, as a result of a congressionally mandated
review of Federal programs for Indians, the American Indian
Policy Review Commission submitted its final report recommenda-
tions to the Congress. Regarding Federal administration of
Indian programs, the report stated:

"One of the most serious impediments to the, development
of Indian self-sufficiency today lies in Federal admin-
istration. Indian tribes, like non-Indian communities,
are plagued by an excessive number of Federal agencies
offering different' programs all of which must be inter-
related in order to, achieve full community development.

It is the conclusion of this Commission that:

1. The executive branch should propose a plan for a
consolidated' Indian Department or independent
agency. Indian programs show d be transferred
to this new consolidated age y where appropri-
ate."

This proposal or alternative has certain advantages that
make it attractive to Indians as well as to the Federal.Govern-
ment; however, some disadvantages would have to be overcome.

Advantages to Indians Disadvantages to Indians

1. Indians would have to deal with
only one agency to 'obtain needed
assistance.
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2. Fewer forms and reports would
be required.

3. Fewer policies, regulations,
rules, procedures, etc., would
have to be adhered to.

4. Federal response to Indian needs
should be faster and thereby re-
duce hardships on many Indians.

5. Communications between Indians
and the Federal Governm nt
should be greatly enhan ed,
leading to a better uni erstand-
ing of Indian needs a solutions
to their problems.

Advanta es to Govern ent

1. Coordination proble s which
now exist between Federal
agencies would be eliminated.

2. Overall costs of providing
programs and services to
Indians should be reduced
because of economies in
administration.

3. The possibility of.duplicate
funding being provided to
Indians would be eliminated.

4. Control over Federal funds
for Indian programs could be
greatly improved.

5. The Congress would have
easier access.to information
on Iridian needs and Federal
efforts to meet those needs.

6. Communications between the
Federal Government and,

'Indians should be greatly
enhanced, leading to a
better understanding of
Indian needs and solutions
to their problems.

,
_
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Disadvantages to Government

1. Relocation of Federal em-
ployees would possibly
lead to morale problems
the' short run.
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CONSOLIDATE PROGRAM AREAS INTO THE
FEDERAL DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY HAVING
PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY FOR THAT AREA

In our reviews of Indian programs, we have found that often
there are similar programs being administered by several Federal
agencies, yet there 'is little or no coordination. Our reports
on Indian business development, for example, pointed out that
several Federal agencies within the Departments of the Interior,
Agriculture, anjl Commerce, and the Small Business Administration
administer programs under which Indians can obtain economic der
velopment assistance. Within this proliferation of programs, how-
ever, each agency acts independently according to differing mission
responsibilities, program goals, and administrative procedures, and
no formal mechadism has been formulated to coordinate Federals.roj-
ects.

In a June 27, 1975, report on this subject, we concluded that
action was needed to decide how Federal agencies would respond col-
lectively to Indian economic development needs and to assign to one. 4,
agency the role of directing and coordinating Federal programs f-
fecting economic development efforts. .We recommended at that ime
that a proposal by the Director, Office of Manangement and Budg t
(OMB) , to establish a domestic council committee on Indian affa rs,
specify that the committee handle these Indian economic develo ent
efforts.

When we againreviewed this area for our February 15, 1978,
report, we found that (1) 6MB had taken no action to establish
such a committee and (2) other Federal efforts to coordinate eco-
nomic development programs were not effective. We, therefore,
recommended that the Congress consolidate Federal programs on
Indian economic development and place them in a single ,agency.
Such consolidation was also recommended by the American Indian
Policy Review Commission.

In our March 31, 1978, report-on Indian housing, we again
concluded that existing uncoordinated Federal programs had not
been successful. We recommendedl.among other things, that the
Congress redefine the national policy for Indian housing', and
consolidate Indian housing programs and the responsibility for
Indian housing into a single agency.

One way of reducing fragmentation is by consolidating Indian
programs into the department or agency which has primary responsi-
bility for the subject area. This would mean that:

- -The Department of Education would have total responsibility
for all Indian education programs.

- -The Department of Housihg and Urban Development would .

have total responsibility for all Indiah housing programs.

14
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--The Department of Commerce would have total responsibility
for Indian business and economic development programs.

BIA would retain only its role of meeting the,Federal trust re-
sponsibilities and providing technical assistance to help tribes
improve their government. BIA staffing levels Lwould be substan-
tially reduced under this alternative. Other Advantages and dis-
advantages of this alternative are: %44.

o

Advantages to Indians Disa vantages to Indians

1. Indians would have to deal
,with only one agency to obtain
single services such as hous-
ing and education. As a result
Federal response to these single.
services may be quicker.

Advantages to Government

1. The Government should have 1.

better control over Federal
funds-spent on single pro-
grams such as housing and
education.

.

46

1. Indians would still
have to deal with more
than one agency to meet
all their needs. For
example, education needs
would be met by the
Department of Education
and housing needs by the
Department of Housing
and Urban Development.

2. Because programs such
as housing depend on .

coordination of water,
sewerage, roads, etc.,
Indians would still
hav4;to deal with more
than one agency.to
obtain such assistance.

3. Because Federal agen-
cies 'operate under
different criteria,
have diffetent priori-
ties, and do not always
coordinate their activi-
ties, completion of
projects and other
assistance,'such as
housing, might still
be delayed under this
alternative.

Disadvantages to Government

Federal efforts to meet
total Indian needs would
still be fragmented among
several agencies, and as
a result, coordination of
all Indian programs would
still be a problem.
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2. Costs of such programs
should decrease because
certain administrative
costs would be reduced
by the consolidation.

2. Some reorganization of
Federal agencies and.
shifting of employees
would be required. This
would cause, some personal
hardships and morale prob-
lems.

HAVE ALL FEDERAL AGENCIES
FUNNEL THEIR INDIAN PROGRAM
FUNDS THROUGH ONE AGENCY

,.This alternative may be the least drastic to implement, as
it would not require any major reorganization within the present
Government structure. It would, however, require considerable
communication, coordination, and cooperation among the Federal
agencies administering Indian programs, which at present are
severely lacking.

Betause of the trust responsibilities already designated to
BIA, it may be logical for BIA to handle coordination of Federal
funding for Indian programs. All Federal agencies involved in
funneling funds through BIA should be required to provide accu-
rate and timely informationon their Indian programs, which in
turn would have to be carefully analyzed by the Congress,and BIA.
Due to the lack of accurate information now available, improved
management information systems would be required, and other
problem areas discussed in chapter 2 of this report would have
to be resolv d. Othdrwise, although this alternative should pro-
vide informs ion on where Federal funds are being used, it may
not improve ederal management of Indian programs.

Some spec fic advantages and disadvantages of this alterna-
tive are discussed below.

Advantages to Indians

None

Disadvantages to Indians

1. This alternative would add
another layer for Indians
to deal with' in obtaining
assistance. Further de-
lays might be experienced.

2. More forms and reports
would be required. Addi-
tional rules, regulations,
and procedures would also
be required.

Advantages to Government Disadvantages to Government

1. Under this alternative
the Federal Government

0. 1. Coordination of reporting
would be very difficult.
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would be able toiden-
tify the total Federal
funds provided to each
Indian tribe. Presently
this cannot be done, and
AS a result some dupli-
cate funding may occur.

2. Coordination of Federal
programs for Indians
could be improved pro-
vided the agency through
which funds are funneled
is authorized to do more
than compile statistics.

. Improved coordination and
control over funds should
improve the delivery of
programs and services to
Indians.

DEVELOP TRIBES' CAPABILITIES TO MANAGE
THEIR OWN AFFAIRS AND PROVIDE DIRECT
FUNDING THROUGH BLOCK GRANTS

/n .the past several years, following the President's July
1970 message to the Congress on American InOiens, BIA has at-
tempted to develop tribes' capabilities to fnanage their own
affairs by encouraging them to contract for the authority, and
responsibility to plan, conduct, and administer programs and

..services now provided by BIA.

The importance. of developing tribal management capabilities
was further.emphasized on -January 4, 1975, by enactment of the
Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act, which
authorizO contracts and grants to help tribes develop the capa-
bility to operate programs for which they might eventually con-
tract.

This action may be the first step toward providing direct,
funds through block grants to tribes to allow them to manage their
own affairs. However, BIA's actions so far have not been without
problems. As stated in our report on Indian self-determination
contracts, grants, and, training and technical assistance activi-
ties, BIA is not monitoring the use of these contracts and grants,
and training and technical assistance grants are being used for
purposes other than those contemplated in the act. For example,
one grant was used to establish and operate a drought impact area
office and another was used to conduct a fisheries management

I program. In neither case were training and technical assistance
provided' to enable the tribe to take over any program segment
previously a'd'ministered by BIA.
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Before this alternative can be considered viable, Federal
agencies must help tribes acquire the skills needed to effec-
tively manage their own programs. This will include training
that will provide management, budgeting, financial accounting, 416
personnel, and.auditing skills. It will also include assist-
ance in development of adequate accounting and reporting systems.
Without such skills there would be no control over grant funds
and no assurance that the required services were provided to

Under this alternative, BIA's role'would consist of meeting
the Federal trust responsibility. As a result, BIA qtaffing would
be substantially reduced.

Other advantages and disadvantagesAfor this alternative are
discussed below.

Advantages to Indians

1. Under this alternative
tribes would be able to
take full advantage of
the principles of self-
determination. Tribes
would manage their own
affairs.

2. Tribes would set their
own priorities and
budget requests.

3. Tribal governments would
be strengthened and as a
result the Indian people
would have control over
their own destiny.

Advantages to Government

1. Substantial economies
should occur because
Federal agencies would
not be responsible for
planning and implement-
ing Indian programs.

49

Disadvantages to Indians

1. Tribal governments would
function as do other lo-
cal governments and would
be limited to funds ob-
tained through block
grants. Unlike the past,
when BIA would always
come to their rescue,
tribes would have to com-
pete with local govern-
ments fot increased
funding for program over-
runs and unexpected emer-
gencies.

Disadvantages to Government

1. No control over programs
and as a result no assur-
ance that needed serv.ices
would be provided to
Indians.
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2. Under this alternative
the Federal Government
would be able to identify
total Federal funds pro-
vided to' each Indian tribe.

50
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2. The Federal Government's
trust responsibility might
be affected and would have
to be carefully considered
before initiating this
alternative.
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SUMMARIES OF OUR REPORTS ON FEDERAL MANAGEMENT

OP INDIAN PROGRAMS

"IMPROVING FEDERALLY ASSISTED BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS"
(RED-75-371, JUNE 2'4 1975)

The report discussed effectiveness of Federal efforts to
improve economic conditions on Indian reservations, problems
encountered, and opportunities to improve those efforts.

We reviewed 28 economic development projects on won Indian
reservations that accounted for more than $27 million of .Federal
agency expenditures for developing the reservation economies.
The study, including a survey of business, showed that the agen-
cies have had limited success.

Recommendations

To increase effectiveness of the Indian reservation pro-
motion program, the Director, Office of Management and'Budget,
should work with the Secretaries of the Interior, Commerce,
and Agriculture; the Administrator, Small Business Administra-
tion, and, other agency heads he deems appropriate, to establish
an interagency committee which would

--identify industries which are most likely to consider
locating on a reservation,

fR

--aggressively encourage and assist those firms identified
as having an interest in locating on a reservation, and

--insure the availability of currint promotional Literature
and materials.

To provide greater assurance of successful operation of new
federally financed business ventures on Indian reservations, the
Director, Office of Management and Budget, should work with the
Secretaries of the Interior, Commerce-, and Agriculture; the
Administrator, Small Business Administration; and other agency
heads he deems appropriate, to establish an interagency committee
which would develop procedures for each agency's use in making
systematic evaluations of proposed business and commercial devel-
opment projects. and in providing timely monitoring oft.and com- .

petent technical assistance for, businesses receiving Federal
financing assistance.
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The Secretary of the Interior should have the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs 1/ identify solutions to the problems of excessive'
turnover of Indian labor and consider the, establishment of a
postemployment counseling program as one possible solution to
helping the Indian worker adjust to a structured work environ-
ment.

The Director, Office of Management and Budget, should re-
quire that a proposal by his Office to establish a domestic
council committee on Indian affairs specify that the committee's
respons bility would include efforts to (1) clarify Federal policy
concern ng Indian economic development assistance responsibilities
of Federal agencies, (2) assign responsibility to a single agency
for dir cting and coordinating program efforts, and (1) worktith
thetSecr taries orthe. Interior, Commerce, and Agriculture; the
Administr tor, Small Bustfiess Administration; and- other agency
heads he diems appropriate, pending establishment and operation of
the committee, to develop proposals for the committee's considera-
tion.

41k.

"BETTER OVEpALL PLANNING NEEDED
TO IMPROVE/THE STANDARD OF LIVING
OF WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHES OF ARIZONA"
(FGMSD-75-47, AUG. 12, 1975)

This-report shows that the standard f living for Apache
Indians on the Fort Apache Re vation in ,Arizona was consideriblyvation
lower than that for the ger public. he problems preventing
White Mountain Appaches,fr achieqng a standard of living com7
parable to the national average were multiple and interrelated.
The report discussed the need for the Department of the Interior
to assist the Fort Apache tr al council in planning and implement-
ing.an.overall program for' proving the standard of living of the
White Mountain Apaches.

Recommendations

The Secretary of the Interior should direct the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to accentuate its cooperative efforts with other.
Federal agencies and the tribal council in formulating and imple-
menting an overall plan which recognizes the interrelationships
among the various programs and factors involved. The plan should
take int0'=aacount the natural assets of the reservation and its
,people and should establish goals and priorities 'in accordance
with Apache values and aspirations. Under the Indian Self-
Determination and Education Assistance Act of 1975, the Bureau's
planning efforts should be offered as technical assistance t9/the

1/The Commissioner of Indian Affairs position was eliminated in
September 1977 when the new pdsition 'of Assistant Secretary for
Indian Affairs was established.
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tribal Council on an' interim basis until tribal capacity to per-
form this planning and coordinatioh is fully developed.

The Secretary of the Interior should also direct the Bureau
to work with other Federal agenciel and with the tribal council
to Improve the economic self-sufficiency of the reservation so
that increase in Apache inc me is less dependent upon increased
Federal expenditures for tftreservatron.

Even _recognizing the Self-Determinatioh Act and the emphasis
it places on giving Indians more responsibility for managing their
own affairs, the executive brand still has a large responsibility
for seeing that Federal funds are used effectively and efficiently
to improve the standard of living of Indians on reservations.

Coordination of Federal efforts at the reservation level is
needed for all Indian tribes, and evaluations of the type covered
in this report should be made for all tribes.

Therefore, the Office of Manage d Budget should take
the necessary action to insure that

- -an approach is developed which will coord e Federal
efforts at the reservation level; 1/

- -continuous evaluations are Conducted of the effe that
Federal programs have On the standard of living at Indian
reservations, including developing information systems to
support such evaluations; and

- -annual reports are submitted to the Congresil on progress
made in improving the standaid of living of reservation
Indians and on any needed changes in Mislation'to im-
prove the effectiveness of Federal programs.

4:0-7

4 If early action is-not taken, we recommend that the Congress
enact appropriate legislation.

1/Our report "Improving Federally Assisted Business Development
on Indian Reservations" (RED-75-371, June 27, 1975) made a
similar recommendation with respect to business development
programs on Indian reservations. /be above recommendations
expand the earlier one to apply to all Federal programs.
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"INDIAN NATURAY, RESOURCESOPPORTUNItIES
FOR IMPROVED MANAGEMENT AND INCREASED
PRODUCTIVITY, PART lr FOREST LAND,
RANGELAND, AND CROPLAND"
(RED-76-8, AUG. l8, 1975)

The management of Indian natural resources had en.hindeied

`by PP...*

--limited long-term planning' for resource develppment,
I

APPENDIX II

--lack of personnel for technical assistance andladylice, .-and
-- conflict of tribal or individual Indian desires with

accept4p resource management practices.

a
a a/ p

This report made numerous recommendations to help overcome.
'these problems and improve the management of natural resources .4 A

to increase the benefits to Indian people and to assist in meeting 1"'

the Nation's long-term needs for food and fiber.
.'

Recommendations
.

.A
. .

. The Secretary of the Interior should direct the Bureau of 1

Indian Affairs to work with the tribes tor

--Assess the viability of such forest management opporuni -t
ties as Kecommercial thinning, commercial thfhning-, and
reforestation to identify the best opportunities.

-"-Develop lo4ngrrange work plans for eliminating the badklogl#41
of needed forest management work over a reasonable time,
'with emphasis on the best opportunities first.

.

--Develop guidelines that limit the use of 10-peent funds .
to specific forestjolpagement activities and establish e.'
review procedures to insure the funds are used inaccordance '4

with the guidelines. .-
A
. 4

, .

. 1--DevelOp salvage plans and use simp ified timber sale pre-
paration and administration proce ures tailored especially

A, .:

for.h&rvesting dead and dying t er. , . -,
I

,
. 6e. I "i'l

-.-Determine the additional staff needed to harvest ihe-alloi- tr,

able voluble of timber and to perform needed forest manage-I.
. \

ment work and inform the 'appropriate ocOmmittees oT the

/
1

. %._

Congress of these needs. . - :4 a .. 6
.

--Periodically evaluate 'the effectiveness of its effotts in 6 '
e

. '.. incteasing timber production and report the results to the '...

(.}
Congress. *

* .

. Ar ,
rr:4\\:''

.

.1
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The Secretary of the' Interior should direct the Bureau to
work with the tribes to develop long-term range management plans.
These plans should provide for agreement between the Bureau and
the tribes on:

- -Range and'soil.inventories to determine current range ca-
pacity.

- -Timetableis for adjusting herd ;size to capacity.

- -Grazing permit systems.

--Development and prudent use of improvements to increase
range capacity.

- -The amount of Federal and tribal funding needed to develop
the improvements.

- -Education programs to promote good range management piac-
tices.

To encourage the appropriate implementation of these plans,
the Secretary of the Interior should request funding for only
those range improvements that are in agreement with the long-
term management plans and submit the plans to the Congress. when
requesting funds for range improvements.

The Secretary of the Interior should direct the Bureau to
develop lease' procedure and terms to insure. that Indians (1) have
full and complete knowledge of Federal grantp involving their
leased lands and (2) do not unknowingly forego rental income for
improvements made by renters and financed by Federal grants.

"COORDINATION NEEDED IN THE AWARD OF
FINANCIAL AID TO INDIAN STUDENTS"
(NWD-76-14, SEPT. 8, 1975)

The reports pointed out that problems had arisen in develop-
ing financial aid packages for Indians because of the lack of
Office of Education and Bureau of Indian Affairs guidance.

Recommendations

The ibcretary.of the Interior should require that:

--The Bureau of Indian Affairs inform all those responsible
for providing Bureau grants' to Indian students that Bureau
polidy is that such grants are to be supplementary to all
other sources of financial aid.

- - Bureau, educational specialists take actions, to see that
Indian students .apply on time for Office of Education
aid. These actions could include a renewed. effort to
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make high school counseling more effective. and contacts
with Indian students on campus to help them apply for Of-
fice of Education aid

"INDIAN_NATURAL RESOURCES--PART II:
COAL, OIL, AND GAS BETTER MANAGEMENT
CAN IMPROVE DEVELOPMENT AND INCREASE
INDIAN INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT"
(RED-76-84, MAR. 31, 1976)

The development of Indian mineral resources for the benefit
of American Indians had been hindered by

--lack q4 resource inventories, mineral management plans,
and mineral expertise within the Bureau of Indian Affairs;

--no means to determine if Indian preference in hiring lease
provisions were effective;

,--failure to establish a coal-lease royalty rate based on the
`selling price of coal; and

- - inadequate monitoring of lease terms after issuance of
a lease.

This report made numerous recommendations to help overcome
these problems and improve the management of mineral resources
to increase the economic benefits of the Indian people and help
the Nation meet its energy needs.

Recommendations
5

To help improve development of Indian mineral resources,
the Secretary of the Interior should direct the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to:

- -Develop complete minerals inventories for all reservations
having such resources.

- -Develop, through the use of available resoutce information,
mineral management plans, taking into consideration the
wishes of the Indian people, and update these plans as
additional information become's available.

- -Determine the mineral expertise staffing BIA needs to
adequately fulfill its trust responsibilities at its he.A1.7
quarters and field locations and take the steps necessary
to meet these needs. If it is not feasible to have mineral
experts at all mineral developing reservations, alternatives
should be considered such as using a minerals task force
or consultants.
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--Establish procedures to exchange and distribute between area
and agency offices information relating to experience gained
by the tribes in developing mineral resources.

--Update and maintain its operations manual and expedite re-
visions to the Code of Federal Regulations when changes are
necessary.

To increase Indian employment in the-minerals industry, the
Secretary of the Interior should direct the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs to

- -establish specific requirements in all Indian mineral leases
for Indian preference in hiring and procedures for leases to
report regularly to the Bureau and the tribes on the status
of Indian employment and

- -establish procedures for each reservation with minerals
development for either the Bureau or the tribe to Insure
that Indian-preference-in-hiring provisions and requirements
are being followed.

To help insure that Indians benefit from the increasing value
of the coal resources and to improve coal-lease management, the
Secretary of the Interior shRuld direct the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs to:

- -Establish a copf=lease royalty ate policy based on a per-
centage of the\selling price of coal, with a fixed amount
(floor) below which the price cannot fall.

A
- -Determine whether the 2,560-acre limitation and the cri-

teria-for exceeding the limitation are valid, and, if it
is found they are no longer valid, take action to revise
the Code of Federal Regulations accordingly. In making
this determination, factors to be considered in determin-
ing the number of acres to be leaped should be identified.

- -Insure. that the Bureau lease 'files are adequately docu-
mented to support all actions taken.

.

To improve the Geological Survey's management of leases ,of
Indian mineral lands, the Secretary of the Interior should re-

.... quire the Director of the Geological Survey to

--establish a penalty fee for late payment of royalties and
enforce such requirements as necessary;

- -instruct lessees to submit reports required by Federal
regulations and lease terms when they are due and require
purchasers of Indian mineral resources to submit reports
on products purchased;

5-)
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- -establish procedures, to coordinate reservation reclamation
activities among the various agencies involved with this
activity on each reservation;

--determine the level of staffing necessary to satisfactorily
perform its oil and gas responsibilities on Indian lands
and take the steps necessary to obtain such staffing;

- -require-its field offices to verify on a randoM basis that
oil and gas wells reported to be shut down are no longer
'producing;

- -perform all required oil and gas site inspections; and

- -postaudit all - Indian oil and gas lease accounts.
4

"CONCERTED EFFORT NEEDED TO IMPROVE INDIAN EDUCATION"
(CED-77-24, JAN. 17, 1977)

This report pointed out that in April 1972 we reported that
the Bureau of Indian Affairs needed to improve. the quality of
education provided by Bureau schools. It also pointed out that
since April 1972 the Bureau had done little to meet the educa-
tional needs of its students.

--Indian education for the 1970s had not been defined.

- -A comprehensive educational program had not been estab-
lished

Recommendations

The Secretary of-the Interior should direct the Commissioner'
of Indian Affairs to:

--Determine the educational needs of-Indian students, so
ppropriate prOgrams can be designed to meet the needs.

--Establish realistic goals and objectives for meeting such
needs and-communidate the goals and objectives to al
operating levei'd in the Bureau.

--Develop...a comprehensive _educational program fhich
spedific.Poltcies and procedures for- dealing,with problems- -"-.7

wilta ph impede progress in eefIng established-goals and ob-
jecttCrep.,;...-.

. -

"kaiiifem and ivgluat-e-Ampremetitation of established edu-
cat-tonal:go-all- and progrim4At all operating levels of the
agency.

ict"
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--Develop-a manageMent information system that will,provide:

1. Meaningful and comprehensive/ information on
the academic aptitude and, achievement levels
of students in the Bureau's school system.

2. Program-oriented financial management reports
to meet the manageient needs of Bureau educa-
tion program officials.

Matters for attention by the Congress

Since the Bureau had made no major progress over several
years in implementing policies, procedures, and programs to
insure that the educational needs of Indian students were being
met, the congressional committees should more intensively monitor
the Bureau and, if adequate progress is not made, explore other
alternatives, such as transferring responsibilities for adminis-
tering Indian education programs to another Government agency.

S..

"INDIAN' EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL
SYSTEM NEEDS MORE DIRECTION, FR044 THE CONGRESS"
(HRD-76-172, MAR. 14, 1977)

The Indian Education Act of 1972 is primarily designed to
support special educational needs of Indian children in elemen-
tary and secondary schools.- This report discussed problems in
identifying and selecting Indian children and assessing their
special educational needs. It also discussed problems in program
operation and admihiitration.

Recommendations.

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare 1/ should
direct the Commissioner of Education to establish adequate guide
lines for local education agencies to use in determining and
documenting the number of Indian children eligible for the part
A program.

. A

For better distribution of part A funds and to serve only .

Indian children with special needs, the Congress should - -after
GOnsulti g with the Office of Indian Education, the National Advi-
sory 0)u it on Indian Education, and Indian organizations and
tribes--p ovide-a clearer definition of Indian children who should
be consid red eligible for the program and require that part A
funds be warded to local education agencies based on the number
of Indian children with special educational needs.

/The Department of Health, Education and Welfare was partitioned
on May 4, 1980, into ehe Department of Health and Human Services
and tie, Department of Education.
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The_,Secretiry of Health, Education, and Welfare
the Comkissioner of Education to

F --Piovide local education agencies more specific
on conducting needs assessments.

-- Require local education agencies to adequately make and
document such assessments.

APPENDIX II

should direct

guidance

--Prohibit local education agencies from using Indian Educa-
tion Act ,fOnds to purchase prefabricated buildings, unless
specific Statutory authority is obtained for such uses.

The *Congress, after-consulting with the Office of Indian
Education, the Nationil7Advisory Council on Indian Education, and
Indian tribes and organizations, should define what constitutes
the special edudational, needs of Indian children.

The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare should direct
the Commissioner- of :Education tot

-=.Establish clear , measurable goals for the title IV Indian
education program and set periodic milestones for measur-
ing program effectiveness. Within these goals,.grantees
should contintie_jto,nave,fIeitibility to design their pro j-

-.--edts 'At tos -tbeii. 1:040itill.0;,nee0s.. Approaches used
in the lieWetmant of -Heal th-,,C.EatidetIan.v and Welfare' s

'Operational' Manning-System endciaEa obtained from the
iliatiotial needs assessment maybe useful in establishing
thesie'goals -and milestone's:

, .

- -ReqUire granteel to make, adequate _annual project evaluations.

--Use project eiiivations to determine if granteeimprovements
Are needed in futuie projects.

- -Improve technical assistange_p,--karts A and B.grantees to
help them develop clear itifidSuritble_projeot'objectives and
evaluate and .reir r-t -vrotectrisultirT

A

- -Solicit.gtantee--dommentiv on the -usefulness of the Office
-of Edgclit-iOnl-s. evitluatron 'handbook . -

The i44etaiy-of -He4ith,* Education and Welfare 44ould' direct
the CoMmissioner"..of- Bducatibn. to clarify parent- committee respon-

ituthority -in peograp:tegulationi. The Office of In-'
dian Education. - .should also encourage the local° education agencies
to Orovide_pireribmitlittees the - necessary guidance and assistance

-And- the necessary data on their children' s needs and accomplish-
TiiiOtfice of Indian Education should also encourage the

local education -agencied to increase the number of Indian parents
participatitig.consistently in committed funCtions and get parent
committees involved in titlOV. project ;operations.

Z _
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To strengthen. the administration and monitoring of title IV
projects, the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare should
direct the Commissioner of Education to I

- -require that title IV.applications contain sufficie t in-
formatitIn supporting full grantee compliance with s ific
provisions of the act and the Office of Indian Educat on
regulations and

- -develop a better management information and reporting sys-
tem to allow the Office, of Indian Education to determine
and-resolVe grantee problems.

.

"THE _BUREAU *64c INDIAttFAIRS SHOULD DO
MORE TO HELP EDUCATE-1 IAN STUDENTS
(HRD-77155, NOV. 3, 1977)

The Bureau of Indian Affairs knew little about Indian stu-
dents' preparation for and performance in college or about the
colleges -they attend, yet it continued to spend millions of
dollars each Akar on the higher education grant program for
Indians. In fiscal year 1976, grants totaled about $33 million.

Recommendations

The Secretary of the Interior should direct the Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affaird to:

- -DevelOp il implement :a system for gathering information
.. . . . -

on, Indian students and -the. colleges they attend to help
these students plan. their.education: Student informa-
tion should include hign.schbol courses taken, achieve-

; ment test seores, career goals, college 'grade point //
=averages, the number of AOadents not continuinirtheir/
*education, and the numbet.W -graduates. itnfortnation/,_
should be obtained on suppOet etvices-- uch afs'coaulisel-
ing, tutoring, and r emedial- programsat postdecondary
educational institutions.-- -- . '. .

. V
-

-: .
47

--Encourage Indio;
, . ,

counselors-to duties that enhan
the Indians' opliortunities to tut her their edimation.

... ,....

e/
--Encourage colleges and. univerditA0t,without ndiar coup

selors to see that Indian. studOtre-:are receiving adequate
supportive services.

Si--Develop regulations based on't e. :g f'e ducation program
Manual and require Bureau Personnelt-

;
ollow'them.-.

-
- - . /

Sti:ff5..eienly staff, 014 higher edudatipnProgram so that
:-neededd'-dervioed can be-'provid'ed Inclieiv students.
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LETTER REPORT ON,BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
COORDINATION WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES
(CED-78-47, FEB. 8, 1978)

The letter referred to and transmitted copies. of four previ-
ously issued reports dealing with the need for improved coordina-
tion among Federal agencies ,operating Indian programs.

"THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS NEEDS TO
DETERMINE HOW WELL ITS INDIAN TRAINING
PROGRAM IS WORKING AND ASSIST TRIBES
IN THEIR TRAINING EFFORTS" (CED-78-46,
FEB. 13,1978)

After 5 years of contracting with tribal groups to train
Indian people on reservations for emplo ent, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs still lacked written cri ria to evaluate the
performance of its Indian training progr m (Indian Action Team).
As a result, the Bureau did not know w ch of its Indian con-
tracts were successful, which ones eeded technical assistance,
and which ones should not have been renegotiated. Total cost
of the training program from inception in 1972 through fiscal
year 1977 was $66.2 million.

Recommendations

The Secretary of the Interior should direct the Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs to carry out the recommendations
of the Bureau's management review team and to make every effort
to reorganize the Indian Technical Assistante Center in the manner
outlined in the Bureau's draft operating manual. The Assistant
Secretary should then instruct the. Chief of the Center to:

- -Establish, with the Indian contractors, measurements to
evaluate the effectiveness of the Indian Action Team
program.

--Modify the Indian contracts to reflect the measurement
criteria established and the reporting requirements.

- -Require that Indian contractors submit necessary reports
to the Center for evaluation purposes.

- -Evaluate the Indian contractors' performance as soon as
possible to identify those programs for which further.
contracts should not be negotiated.

--Evaluate proposed Indian Action Team programs and fund $10

the mast promising ones if, as a result of the contrac-
tor evaluations, funds become available.

- -Review all Indian Action Team program conflicts with the
I9dian contractors to determine if technical assistance
may be needed and to provide such assistance.
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"CONTROLS ARE NEEDED OVER INDIAN
SELF - DETERMINATION CONTRACTS, GRANTS
AND TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE .

ACTIVITIES TO INSURE REQUIRED SERVICES
ARE PROVIDED TO INDIANS" (CED-78-44,
FEB. 15, 1978)

The Bureau of Indian Affairs not have adequate controls
over self-determination contracts and grants awarded to Indian
tribes under the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assist-
ance Act, or over related training and technical assistance
activities. Thus, the Bureau did not know whether the tribes were
providing required services to Indians or if training and techal-
cal assistance funds were being properly used. About $157 million
was spent on these activities in fiscal year 1977.

Recommendations

The Secietary of the Interior should direct the Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs to develop a management reporting
system to help monitor and ctntrol self-determination contracts,
grants, and training and technical assistance activities. The
Assistant Secretary should also be directed to revise the Bureau's
policies, regulations, procedures, and practices as appropriate
to;

--Prohibit award Df contracts in which the starting date
precedes the date of award.

--Require that all contracts and grants include specific
criteria.against which to measure performaRce.

--Require that contracts and grants are effectively super-
sised and monitored by contract and grant officers. This
should include (1) designation of full-time contract and
grant officer representOVes at the area level rather
than the agency Level in 'order to. remove conflict of
interest,.(2) car description of contract and grant
officer representative responsibilities, and (3) adequate
training of contract and grant officer representatives.

-1-Prevent training and technical assistance funds appropri-
ated for self-determination purposes from being used for
assistance that does not help tribes(1) develop the cape-
bility to negotiate and administer self-determinationly
contracts and grants or (2) improve their managerial End
governmental capabilities required to fully exercise their
self-determination options.
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"MORE FEDERAL EFFORTS NEPED TO IMPROVE
INDIANS' STANDARD OF LIVING THROUGH
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT"ApED-78-50,
FEB. 15, 1978)

Federal agencies had been unable to assure the development
of profitable businesses on Indian reservations, although 25
grant, loan, and technical assistance programs were' being feder-
ally funded and administered. The two major agencies involved,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Economic Development Adminis-
tration, provided $294 million to help establish businesses
during fiscal years 1975-77. Deficiencies in the Bureau's adminis-
trationof its business loan and grant programs under the Indian
Fins ing Act of 1974 had caused the programs to suffer from
del' qUehcies, inadequate accounting systems, poor analysis of
loa and grant applications, missing do6uments in loan and grant
files, inadequate loan servicing dy lenders, short repayment teams,
and limited provision of technical assistance to businesses.

Recommendations

The Secretaries oil Commerce and the Interior should direct
the Administrator, Economic Vevelopment Administration, and the
Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs to cooperatively:

res-
ervations most likely 4upport self--sustaining economic

--Conduct an economic fe ility study that identifies resself

--sustaining
development and carry out a comprehensive busihess develop-
ment program including (1) persuading businesses to locirte.,
on reservations, (2) providing them initial financiaa as-
sistance and (3) assisting them in becoming self- sustaining,
profitable enterprises.

--Decide whether long-term Federal support should be provided
to economically develop other reservations or whether al-
ternative strategies ale needed td' improve the living
standard of Indians living on reservations that lack poten-
tial for successful business development. If so, new
strategies should be developed and proposed to the Congress
for implementing authority and funding.

The Secretary of the Interior should direct the Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs to:

--Establish specific procedures and guidelines to preclude
making revolving fund loans to tribal relending osganiza-
tions that have experienced continuous problems.

--Take the necessary action to correct deficiencies .in the
revolving loan fund's autoated accounting system.

-4=
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- -Make sure that the require documentation is obtained,
accurate, and evaluated by the Bureltu before making or
guaranteeing loans and grants.

- Establish a policy restricting participatidn in the guaran-
teed loan programs to only private lenders that demonstrate
adequate loan-servicihg capability.

- -Make sure that necessary technical and maQagement assistance
is promptly identified and provided.

--Concentrate on idefitifying and correcting deficiencies in
the grant computer system, including requiring that each
agency obtain the necessary information reports from its
grantees.

The Congress should consolidate Federal Indian economic dev-
elopment programs and place them in a single agency. This agency
would be in a much better position to implement the above recom-
mendations.

"pUESTIONABLE NEED FOR ALL SCHOOLS PLANNED
BY THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS"
(CED-78-55, FEB. 15, 1978)

d.,
The Bureau of Indian Affairs based its priorities for con-

strutting school facilities on invalid information, thereby/
making its 1979 school construction priority list unreliable.
Furthermore, the Bureau had not developed comprehensive planning
information on school needs of Indian children-and.could not read-

' ily determine when or where school facilities were needed. The
Bureiu estimated that as of January 1978 about $300 million would
be needed to renovate or construct Indian school facilities. The
Bureau could save millions of dollars by having Indian children
attend nearby public or Bureau hoofs and by constriiecting larger,
consolidated schools in lieu o smaller, scattered nes.

Recommendations .)
The Secretary of the Interior should direct the Assistant

Secretary for Indian Affairs to

- -compare the costs and cultural and academic benefits of
constructin small, scattered schools as opposed to
larger, cen ralized schools before schools are scheduled
for construc ion t.

- -enforce the Bureaus policy of having Indian children
attend nearby public schools where adequate facilities
are availablevh

a--establfsh a policy which would require use of available
space in nearby Bureau schools before new schools are
built;
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--require comprehensive planning data to justify school
construction priorities;

--require Olification of data on all. construction request
applications before including them on school construc-'
tion priority lists; and

--clarify and enforce the Bureau's policies on school attend-
ance boundaries.

"BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS NOT OPERATING
BOARDING SCHOOLS EFFICIENTLY"
KED-78-56, FEB. 15, 1978)

The Bureau of Indian Affairs had failed to consolidate its
boarding schools to make greater use of space and equipment, to
establish policies to control boarding school expenditures, and
to provide for adequate staff and funds to properly maintain
boarding schools. As a result, millions of d-ollars were being
lost.

Recommendations

The Secretary of the Interior should direct the Asiistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs to:

- -Instruct area offices, agency offices; and boarding schools
to follow established eligibility criteria and admission'
procedures.

--- Develop space utilization, staffing, and funding criteria
for boaiding schools that will insure efficient operation'
and that the educational needs of Indian children are met.

- -Consolidate boarding schools into the minimum number of
facilities'webded to meet the above criteria

- -Dispose of unneeded_facilities,.buildings, and equipment
in accordance with established procedures.

--/nclu_dg, provisions for linking procurements to specific
educiflonal needs- in developing. comprehensive education
programs.,

--Develop a systemhthat will provide 'information with which
to monitor program expenditures and/or determine.need for
detailed evaluations.

- -Monitor and evaluate expenditures of funds at the school
level Periodically-

--Reevaluate staffing and funding of maintenance at Navajo'
area boarding schools and make adjustments necessary to

`insure that these facilities are, maintained adequately.
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--Implement plans to decentralize and simplify the Navaj6
area maintenance System.

"INFORMATION ON ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS
OF THE INDIAN EDUCATION RESOURCES CENTER"
(CED-78-57, FEB. 15, 1978)

This report points out that the assistgnre provided by the
Indian Education Resources Center was considered generally satis-
factory by its clientele--mostly Bureau of Indian Affairs field"
offices and schools. However, Center officials and thb Director
of Indian Education said that the additional needed services,

# such as monitoring and evaluating of school activitieshad not
been provided because of staffing problems and/or travel fund
limitations.

"TRIBAL PARTICIPATION IN THE BUREAU OF INDIAN
AFFAIRS BUDGET SYSTEM SHOULD 4E INCREASED"
( CED-78-82, rEB.-15, 1978)

Tribal participation in the Bureau of Indian Affairs fiscal
year 1979 budget system and program funding decisions varied.
Therefore, the budget represented some, but not ail, tribal fund-
ing priorities. Major improvements were needed in the Bureau's
system' to increase tribal participation so that the budget would
reflect tribal needs and priorities.

The Bureau had proposed a new process .for setting funding
priorities. It would build on and modify, rather than replace,
the current budget process. HoWever, conditions' will again
limit tribal participation in developing the fiscal year 1980
budget.

Recommendations

The Secretary of the Interior should direct the Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs to:

--Give the tribes complete funding data and information.
.

--Inform the tribes of 'the exact amount Of funds actually,'
available to change the mix of prograir0 and funding
priorities.

--Narrow the'criteria for excluding:a program fiom the
funding priority-setting process and for not assigning
program funds to the tribes for priority setting.

--Giire the tribes more time to develop program-funding
-priorities and an-opportunity to - revise their priori-
ties, due to changing conditions.

--Revise the procedures and requirements for, setting
program-funding priorities to make sure that tribal.
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officials are given an opportunity to-identiety their
41N,

."4priorities. -

.

....-.
- v,,, *

.

.. vt
- -Give the tribes an opportunity to participate in developing. t ..

new programs and making major revisions to existing pro- k:: °;
grams.* 0 ,.. .

A4
; °

- -Determine how .thq.Bureau's Planning, Programing and Evalua:

. e

*:.-tionData Systemdkan be improved to better evaluate program il .

performance and managerial effectiveness. - .

.0

- -Identify the= number of Indian tribes and AraSkatative 4 - a
groups requiring planning assistance, inform the tribes ,

.

concerning the benefits to be derived from comprehensiva° ',- -
plans and needs analyses, and give funding priority to..? 4

e°0
tribal requests for comprehensive Planning assistance'.

s4

,

I

fW.7.' --Reflect tribal .funding priorities in the: Bureau's
budget.

. , .

-4m4t4ORE EFFECTIVE CONTROLS OVER BUREAU OF INDIAN
AFFAIRS ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS ARE NEEDED"
iFGNSD-78-18, FEB. 15, 1978)

,

The Bureau of Indian Affairs reduced finds for Indian pro-
.

grams by abqut $7.6 million in fiscal years.197rand 1978 rather -.6
than reduce its administration costs as directed by congressional
ccommittees..

.

. 0

Recommendations

v The Secretary of the Interior should direct the Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs to: . t

.

--Act immediately to zedUce its administrative cost for
fiscal year 1978 by most, if not all, of the $4 million
as requested by the committees.

, . .

,....7.

- - Discontinue plans 'to show reiMpursements foi computer
servicetaSreductions in administrative costs. .

,

. lk .

--Identify and elimpate (1) positions that overlap or layer °

another position and (2) unqualified personnel.. 4"%° . °

- - Revise' its accounting system operaltions.to Like its orga-
nizations'

: p.

operating budgets as approved by the Streauls% '.
budget office to control costs and prevent unautharizad
deviations from °peaking budgets. . -_- ,

.

.

.,.

--Issue instructions to identify the epeCifjc sub*accounts to. :

which 'each Bureau organization can chtdige its administra-' ..
tive costs,, consistent with any changes requested iiy gap:
gressional committees to the appropriation structueer7fW, .°. :

emphasize the need to comply with the instructions. . 47 :.-.1
...

. .
,..

,
. a : e

...
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--Eliminate the production of all financial reports not/
needed for effective and efficient program management and
revise all retained reports to include only essential data.

--Develop edit routines in the automated system to reject all
.invalid and improper transactions and provide for prompt
correction of rejected,traniactions.

- -Establish fund controls that will keep area offices'within
amounts budgeted and require them to obEain.prior approval
From the Bureau's budget office for significant deviations.

--Resubmit therevised,system to us for 'approval.

Along 'with the Subcommittee on the Interior, House Committee
on Appropriations, the Subcommittee on the Department of the'
Interior and Related Agencies, Senatetommittee on Appropriations,
should:

- -Provide the Bureau of Indian Affairs with a separate appro-
priation for administrative'expenses or place a percentage
or dollar limitation on the amount of its 'total appropria-
tions that can be spent for administrative costs..

--Specify in future appropriations the' amounts that,can be
used to pay personnel. costs, especially when desirihg to
reduce the number of administrative personnel.

Should either of these alternatives be adopted, the Secretary
of tie Interior should require the Bureau to change its budgets
and related justifications to show total administrative costs and
personnel by specific Bureau offices and by each program category.
Also, the Secretary should direct the Bureau to include statistics
on the Bureau's total work force and total personnel employed by
each Bureau office in its budgets and related justifications.

"THE INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION ACT--MANY
OBSTACLES REMAIN" (HRD-78-59a, MAR. 1, 1978)

Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian Health Service dominance
over Indian programs and services had changed little since enact-
ment of the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance
Act, although the act established a Federal policy permitting
tribes to assume control over theif own programs.

Recommendations

The Secretaries of the Interior and Health, Education, and .

W elfare should direct the Bureab and the Indian Health Service
. to establish criteria for measuring progress in implementing the

Self-Determination Act and.tfp implement procedures fqt:

--Making sure that tribes have a full'understanding.of their
options under title I.

6 9, 83
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- -Helping tribes obtain information needed for fully infor ed
'decisions on assuming programs or program segments. Thi
may require helping tribes assess their ability to opera e
and manage the contractable programs.

--Guiding the tribe in ddtermining how to acquire the skills,
or resources needed to contract for a particular program
or program segment, including training and assistance from
the agencies.

"SUBSTANDARD INDIAN HOUSING INCREASES DESPITE_
FEDERAL EFFORTS--A CHANGE IS NEEDED" .
(CED-78-63, MAR. 31L 1978)

Although the Federal Government built nearly 27,000 new homes
on Indian reservations from 1970 to 1976, the number of Indian.
families living in substandard housing increased from about 63,000
to about 86,000 during that period. This was due to

--more Indian families living on reservations,

relatively low level of housing production, and

--inadequate management of new homes.

Recommendations

The Congress should redefine the` national policy for Indian
housing and establish a program with realistic goals and objec-
tives for' implementing that policy. To be effective, an Indian
housing program must be centrally administered and must be de-.
signed to recognize that Indian housing needs and problems on
isolated, rural reservations,are different than those encountered'
in urban non-Indian areas. Accordingly, in establishing a program
for Indian housing, the Congress should

--consolidate /ndiahNhousing programs and the responsibility
for Indian housing into a single agency and

--recognize that a wide range of housing assistance options
such as'loans, grants, and subsidies will be needed to
serve the 011Kious income levels and cope with the unitue
conditions and special needs of Indians living on reserve-

.
tions.

'Major 'changesare necessary to solve the problems experienced
in meeting Indian housing 'needs. Pending the establishment of a
new national policy on Indian housing and the implementation of
any new or redirected programs, ho*ever, prompt action needs to be
taken to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of existing pro-
grams. Accordingly, the following actions should be taken.

;.C' 70
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4P

.The Secretary ofHousing and Urban Development should:

-,Assess goals for Indian housing in view of the increasing
need and provide the funds necessary to meet these goals.

--Insure that prototype costs be established for each Indian
area unless-a special analysikis made showing that such
costs are not needed.

--Develop procedures to insure that projects are completed
as planned in terms of quality and completeness.

--Revise procedures to permit tOe lesser of the appfaised
value or cost of leaseholds t be fully considered as
part of the total project development costs.

--Reassess the present structure by which housing on reser-
vations is managed.

--Insure that home buyer training required bx the Indian
housing regulations issued in March 1976 is provided. .

The Secretary of the Interior should: lr

.--Determine-ihe number of Indian families which can only be
served by the housing improvement program and identify
the location and type of assistance needed in terms of new
construction or rehabilitation.

--Develop ,a formal plan for meeting that need and request
from the Congress the necessary financial and otherie-

- sources required to carry out the plan.

The Secretary of Agriculture should direct the Farmers Home
Administration to place a greater emphasis on Indian housing, de-
velop a more effective outreach program, and provide staff neces-
sary to implement such a program.

"THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IS SLOW IN
PROVIDING SPECIAL EDUCATION SERVICES TO
ALL HANDICAPPED INDIAN CHILDREN*.
(CED-79-121, SEPT. 1979) -

This report pointed out BIA's failure to make progress in
achieving the ucation for All' Handicapped Children Act of 1975
mandate of prov* ins,a free and appropriate public education to
all handicapped ch dren. It also points out that BIA failed to
hire 202 special education teachers and specialists provided for
by the Congress in appropriating an additional $5 million in fis-
cal year /979.

Our review.of two area offices showed that BIA had experi.
enced delays in meeting the act's requirements to serve all
handicapped children. BIA experienced delays in implementing

71
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and administering an effective progiam-rdilifk-34.47:-Iiiicl.4v;a14,a&-
ing the handicapped children needing-"S-peciaricbtag.gfr,;-a-lid-re;"
cruiting and hiring needed speaial-fduost.ion7;per.sonn-el.._.

.

Recommendations _
The Secretary of the Interior ihiuld direct-the_AssiStant7-;--_-

Secretary for Indian Affairs to:
- -- Determine the number -of zgpe-cial educa_t-01) pecasnnel----ntioded

by each location and ...dev.-el-op a plali,--b0=::hirf.tlioSe:perionnel
at the earliest possib.10Aae:

- - .

--Develop policies, guidelines, and realistfc goals to imeet
the- nandate of 'the Education for All ifindiaapped Chili:Teen
Act of 1975, for deliVery of special education; se4ftes-ta
all handicapped children ih BIA-operated- -"ALTERNATIVES FOR THE BUREAU OF.

INDIAN AFFAIRS PUBLIC SCHOOL _
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM" -
(CED-79-14, SEPT.' 6, 1979)',411". .- . .. .

basic stip-,-,:.
- - ..

.- .---

,port and .tuition portions of the _Johnson O'Malley program autior- :--
ized by Public Law 73-X67, as amended, April 16, -1-934. --It also
identified alternatives for the Congress .to cons -,ides -1...ti.deciding
the basic support

. i

rog ram's *utdre.. -

1

: --- , ,--:-- . -: - -. A . .7- ..-
_ ...

7 :

R e c o mm e nd a t i o n s . .. ___;.

1.

. . . -.: ... . .... ..... : . ,
If the COngress ecides that BIA should continue ladmi-niter - : --.-ing the basic support prograiita,. the Secretary of the---riaterior-- -: -

should direct the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs .to: . . _

, . . ,-._ - *---z-- -- :--------''.----
. _ .

--Develop adequate criteria for determining whether 13114444:
..... ., . . . .

support prograi Bands. are- meeting -the educetanal needs
of Indian students attending 'pi ll.C.scii-OC,Is: ,,,.,..,. --

. , ,
-,

I . . .
--Seek legisiatiye 'crarification, from the:ongres,s on whether

basic "suppor program funds should beUsed t`Olsdet **the - - 71.

grliounk sq-:ht ber, :educational standards arid,:requirementa..---

. . , I 1- streng.thenthe BIA's proCedures and practices to ensure
bat 'scliools and. school districts meet established cri,,
tetia to cpiel i.. rot the funding.

-.,:- .

"NAVA 0 OMMUNITY',60 LB.GE. FUNDING: .* '` -.,
PROM 801

,

, .

Th s report ,pointecrrout ing fiscal year 1 "980 appro-
. 4, past hearings, BIA overestimated the-I4avajo CAmmuwity_Col-

.lege' a. Indiati -enrollment. The - figute .heed dot the "f !.41.-!t its!
. \ .

' ,-....
. r: :- . . . _ , . ,'"

,y. - 86 -t '. :, .
, \,. : f. ,...,?...., ... - , ,-, .1 . , S S'.

-. S ' Z .: ss
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-- equivalent" student ,enrollment resulted in BIA's obligating' $3.9
million more to the college than allowed by the grant formula of`
the Tribally Controlled Community College Assistance Act of 1978.

The report alsopoints out that had the grant formula pre-
-scribed by the act been applied, .the college would have received
about 50'percent less funetng than it received the previous year.

ReeoMmendations

;)

The Secretary .of the Interior should require the Assistant
ecretary for Indiairlffairs to: i

Review, with the assistance of the Inspector General, the
Navajo Community College's management practices and operat-
'ing expenses to determine the most equitable method for
funding the college. This should be reported to the appro-
priate congressional committeeeefor their consideration
in makin necessary appropriation and legislative changes«

*--Revise th regulations so that they do not appear to allow
Federal f nding of the Navajo Community College -for opera-

_ tions, maintenance, and construction activities under the
..Snyder. Act of 1921 or any law other than the Navajo CQMM U-.

pity College Act of 1971, as amended
°_-

SHOULD THE MEW OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
TO PpOVIDE'...BDUCATIONAL

J.,:-SERVICES' TO INDIAN CHILDREN?"
.1ZED;780;-72;. PR.: 23 , '1980 )

-.
This report 'Pointek out that BIA had' failed during the ..1.9gOs
oxide Indians. with' a quality education- and that severe 'man-

.-agehent. problems had persisted for years. The CQngrEss enacted
':--- -title I 01-the Education Amendments of 197$ to provide a frame-

work for correcting the severe educational-and management defi-
_:.tiendies which have thwarted the delivery of- qualitY educati6n to

It stated that am had responded to the act' by flaking
40siOve _steps to correct its deficiencies; -.therefore, a transfer
of EXA14-ft'd'ud-ation programs to the Department of Education would
no'ts ap&613Fia to at .t hi s-t ime .

-

reibit ,dbncludtd that if adequate progress is not made

'-re4psogibilj:ty away_ front BIA.

. .

or cannot be measured because of inadequate testing criteria, we
iev-e:_iliCCOng_reAS win. have to seriouslyr-consider other -al-ter-

-

nee-Wes- foi_dAministering. Indian programs, lincluding taking the

t:` "-

_
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General

Except '-as noted below or in our specific comments on the recommendat- ions, we .

'generally 'agree with the . findings contained in the 'report even though :its
title. Appears' to: be overly broad: In view of its focus and recommendations
conterrang grgintS.:end contracts. We appreciate receiving the report as - it
confirms infOrMation ,previousil7 furnished by *.,the :Bureau and provides support
for certain actions that have ,already been \i4in:, Those actions- will be
discussed further below. .

We do not, however, agree with your organizational recommendetions. This also .

Will be. addressed. further.
.

We have not addressed the audits cited in the appendicesof the report as they :
were considered previously.

Closeout of Completed Contracts and Grants _ ... ,.. . ..,
11.

; .

Even before assuming this office, I was advised by staff 'tha:t a constderfble
number oft contracts and grants had been completed over the, -Past several yea-rE4
but not closed out. As a c sequence, we started a. process which "Ifio,u14, is7
suit in the physical .closeo t of all -completed contracts and grants by Ap#1....: .

1, 1982 To date, we have i entified all such cottracts and'Analcrinntittt,pg. a
coinprehensivel loseout ,plan, In .addition, our Offl-Se of TechniCel "Aasicii4nCe--':
snd..Trainijig with the ccopeiltiOn of our Aberdeen'Ares.CFfice'li.;t1-eltttAo:41ps....
a ',.maliktoring systetii .:that,;i44,1'.6e used 'TO track our ltirografie-:iffit.: '440f: "...

YARi.'s 4..colt tact s and' grants ire, physically' closed out, we wtl;11? rAce'tii,:aiplits - ; :.
as needed from the Inspector General !s 'pf lice or will obtain thyrn ;fg,OZI iS:r.1qTse ',.;:tr

aSditiiig f,i.rms through the Inspector beniiiilla Office. __ ., .,._ :. , :- -.-. ; :,_:, e, f:1..,-;-,z,.- . ., -, . :*. :-... --.:,...- '.. ,,z`:, -,

...
k_,.. .., - ., 1,...-,..; , -......i..,..

- ..- ',,. : .. , .. ....-- ;, ,.
% - , , , -, `r - Z: :;*.. . ..

. , .. ; ::
The promulgation of Attachment P to Old Circular A102 brco ght IItlar;:tillies ., ',;, ,t
within the ptirview of` the "single audits' .ctincep.t. The: Inai:04ttit '040eitali; ...:. .,-0 , ,-.4.

, I II.

however, recognized that many tribes do not hem.' an acCountisg -syastem.:that;, :"'will. accommodate this concept. As a consequence., - that ... of f.ice, abule :AO:, . .:.:1/4 -.
several other agencies 'ranked the tribes' accounting systems. from ..f-411tcillik,', ...v
IV . , Those rated number I were judged adequate to -accommotWe .the sitittli iKelir ,:
concept. Those rated from II through IV, 1,vre judged to hae: syittespe,,;PITIlf-

'needed furthe 'stotiOira.fore the single audit coheept. iiptilfItiove ef fattiv.e.-:.N,
June -17 ;, aut. iatiiln:;19,41-is was f inalfW which had' mitz-itflip al "tEe. up gradins' of
ell Tribal.' clid,§05C....11/, accounting s Yet ems to ehteliqta41-, by Jtine 30; '1982.
This' effort esi-.41.te, with ''the expefience gairiesIT-WiTab-1,..0)oula ev4stually
answer. many of ,the c6iikerna expreaAed; in the rep iija-t: --co ribevi ni ng ihe inadequacythe _ _- .

of many t atidil fluatkcia wa-hagebtent 'O'iteme- ..,: '

Tribal Financial Management

,-;
Plans for iip`gding tribal aOsountlrig. eystand, in. general will. be formulated
and will be included in .;our rabponse t therfinal version of your report.

.414

t.r
4.

NOTE;;'-. So*, p 4.:attd* othet. itieXqp014.-
.

dry ohan'ge;;1:::ti.vtAtie-ai- ,40t stoo:,of,
t I - ;,: - .

:/ , : . ';. , ,," !" . :

!;
.

, ;
.--;.;
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Communications with Tribes

N,.
APPENDIX 'III

The issues raised in the report impact or have the potential to impact tribes
as much as the Bureau. We, therefore, intend to enlist the tribes in our
efforts to obtain accountability by informing them of what has been found, our
proposed solutions and their responsibilities. We intend to let the tribes
know, in no uncertain terms, what we expect. This statement will be issued by
July 30, 1981, in order to correspond with the instructions we will be issuing
to the Area Offices.

Comments on Recommendations (pages 35 & 36)

1. "Require that all contract and grant agreements include specific criteria
against which to measure performance"

-- We agree that contract and .grant work statements should be as clear
and specific'as possible as it may not otherwise be pOssible to accurately
judge the contractor's or grantee's performance. We generally agree that it
would be desirable to include "specific criteria" against which to measure
performance in the agreements whenever possible. However, the use of the
words "specific. criteria" is of concern. Our contracts with tribes are for
the operation of,programs. Some of these programs do not readily lend them-

.

selves to spedific criteria for measurement. In fact, establishing specific

criteria may lila always be desirable as it could cut down on-innovative
approaches,to solving problems and restrict the tribes ability to respond to
unique situations. . .

We suggest a better approach would-be to strive for a clear, concise statement
of work,Writhin which a monitoring plan caribe developed that is understandable

to .4'1 parties. We propose that the Bureau program. official responsibile for
kOyiew4ng the work statement be'required to certifythat the work statement is
saIisfactory.for such"purpose and to prepire the monitoring plan. The certi-

u14 be extended to include tritoil,certification of its understand-

nitpring plan. Instructions on this matter wirl be issued no
y..10,;1981. In addition, we will prepare a-plan within 60 days
Monitor progress on meeting this recommendation.

.ficetilan

ing of the
. . later than Ju

_to' effective)

[GAO COMMENT: We believe specific
include a clear, concise statement
such aprovide a basii for'measuring
cases . I

criteria . would
Of work and is-
progress in most

%."2. "Require a contract or grant be Cancelled Where tribal performance
unsatisfactory".

. -
-- We generally agree with this reeommenaaticLAot:)ever,-lt should .be -'

noted that Section 109 of P.L. 103-618.se4 forth 'conditiins for 'ibntriet,
cancellation and reassumption of programs hy the Bureau...-These cenditione:',
provide certain safeguards to the contracting_trilial:prganizations th4t
Bureati must observe. These include the right, tcya hiating..-Thereprc, otti
Ciliation under P.L. 93 -638 is not the qamOIR tUidek.traditionak.FiaeraL,.
Piocurement 'Regulation procedures. We nevert64ek*L0 piepari and Issue. '

instructions by July 30, 1981 that emphasi* zomplkance with the .appropriate
P.L; 93-638 regulations. .

.

/6;*--
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[GAO COMMENT: We did irn6t intend to recommend action
not- authorized by the legislation. We wanted to em-
phasize jt.he need to use the cancellation provisions
in theAxisting legislation. We have, however/ modi-
fied the recommendation to make it more compatible'
with the legislation. '(See p. 35 and 37.)]

3. "Prohibit award of contracts in which the starting dite precedes the
date of award".

-- Although we generally agree with this recommendation, we feel there
are circumstances when latitude should be afforded. These are, when the tribe
has been operating the program under contract, there are no major changes in
.the work statement and the tribes application was submitted in sufficient
time, but the Bureau did not make an award promptly. Although instructions
will be issued to prohibit die practice, to extend contracts if they will
expire before new contracts canbe awarded, to contract', early in the cycle

'subject to availability of funds, etc., we are still faced with a human
factor. We will continue to emphasize the need to contract in a timely matinee

but do not feel that a blanket prohibition is reasonable. Further, even the

A Federal Procurement Regulations (41 CFR 1-15.712-6) recognize that costs
incurred prior to contract award can be allowed if included in the negotiated
agreement even if they might not be otherwise allowable after award.

Appropriate instructions will be issued to the Area Offices no later, than

July 30,- 1981. In addition, we will advide all tribes of the problem and
adviie them of the consequences of noncompliapce. This will also be accom-
plished by July 30, 1981. A plan to effectively monitor compliance with our

instructions will be issued in 60 days.

[GAO COMMENT: Our,recommegdation was not intended to
prohibit exceptions provided for in the Federg Pro
curement Regulations. We believe the large number of
eases (141 out of 175) supports the need for corrective
action.

4. "Enforce compliance with the letter of credit procedures. This should
include (1). precluding tribes from obtaining cash in ekcess of their

Absediate needs,: (2) requiring the tribes to subeit timely expense
vouchers, and (3) revoking the letter of credit authority for tribes
that fail to comply with letter of credit procedures".

'..- . .

4-? 'We agree'.-.with thi ,recommendation and will issue' implementing
by'ho later than- July 30 and devise and implement a monitoring

n'6$3.days. The ihstructions.,will require a complete review of all
t1 instructions-to revoke any letter of credit when the tribe is

ipgliquidation invoices lake timely manner or drawing down funds
needs.- The instructions W.11 apply to the letter of credit as a

:tn addition, we will advise the tribes of'the :instructions we are
givincika_Areas'and air reasons for insisting_on strict enforceient of letter
ot:cti*k-..proiedurea:

above, we are exploring the possibility of setting up,a
N04, ,..-pili:4:program With_pertissiOn of the Department of Treasury which would uti-

eleeeropic-,4ansferof funds between the tribal eontractor's bank and the
. .

. .

instructio
system wit

coritracts

norNsubmi
iti*:exCess,
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cognizant Federal Reaerve Bank. If successful, this 'system should consider-
ably shorten the time between withdrawal and use and lessen the tendency to
drawdoin in excesa of needs. Our desire is to implement the pilot project
early to fiscal year 1982, but our timing is somewhat dependent on the Depart-

sent ,of Treasury. Our present plans are to work with an accounting Level I
tribe located tfi the.Albuquerque Area so that our Division of Accounting
Management in Albuquerque can monitor the project. do%

5. "Require monitoring of tribal letter of credit withdrawals on each
contract or grant to ensure a tribe does not withdraw more than the
amount authorized by the contract or grant".

- - We agree with the recommendation and will issue implementing
instructions by no later than July 30, 1981.

6. "Require PIA to arrange with CPA firms for annual financial audits of
contract and grants with Indian tribes".

- - He agree with this recommendation and will include funds for such
purpose,in.,gar_FT.1982 contracts and grants. Instructions mill be issued by

no later than July 30, 1981.

7. "Prohibit the practice of using prior fiscal year funds to pay for goods
and services that are to be provided in the subsequent fiscal year unless
the services are part of a contract for an end product and it is not fea-

sible to divide the contract between fiscal years".

-- We cannot agree with this recommendation as written. Our disagree-

ment is with that part of the recommendation that requires the "services" to
be "part of a contract for an end product" (emphasis added)

Since P.L. 93-638 contracts are for the operation of Bureau programs, they are
all, in effect, service contracts and most have no deliverable "end products"
per se. This reCommendation, in essence, says there are to inseverable
service contracts unless the ultimate objective of the contract is the deli-
very of an "end product". We cannot agree with such a conclusion. One
example should illustrate our point. Most institutions of higher learning
start the first quarter or semester of'tI%e school year during middle August to
early September. Al that time, tuition is due? Bureau contracts for the
operation of higher education scholarship prograilh provide for the payment of

. tuition: The start of the school year precedes the start of the new fiscal
%. year. However, the need to pay the tuition .is a need that arises during the

year the appropriation was made, even though the bulk of the quarter or semes-
ter falls within the xt scal year: There is no end product.per se. The

purpoie of the person going o school and thus the contract could be frus-
trated, and might even be imp sible, if the tuition cannot be paid. Much the

same is true of many educat n programs. The%objective of movint a young
person from one grade level to another could be rendered impossible under this
recommendation.

The determination of whether a contract is or is not severable is4Iiiiiqt set

forth in regulations. The only guidance of which we are aware is found in
various decisiOns of the Comptroller General.' These decisions, however,

recognize .that the mum, of the situation has a bearing on the ultimate
answer. This recommendation does not recqgnize thta fact.
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We do, however, appreciate the intent of the recommendation. Therefore, we

will instruct our Area Contracting Officers to obtain, prior to award, a

Solicitor's review of all contracts financed with current fiscal year appro-
priations whenever the period of performance extends into the next fiscal

year. Those contracts the Solicitor determines are not inseverable will be

awarded only if appropriate fiscal year funds are available. These instruc-

tions will be issued no later than July 30, 1981.

[GAO COMMENT: We agreed with Interior that it may not
always be feasible to divide a contract between fiscal
years and have modified our recommendation accordingly.
Nevertheless, we believe the contract we questioned
would not fall into the exception category. Interior
is planning to take action which, ff properly:imple-
mented, should prevent this situation from recurring.
Our recommendation was aimed at achieving this result.)

8. "Prohibit award of contract modificationilwithout a request from the
tribe and a corresponding increase in the work statement or in the amount
of services to be provided ".'

-- We agree with the recommendation., Bureau policy forbids this.

However, we will issue instructions to that effect no later than July 30,
1981. In addition, we will prepare a plan for-monitoring compliance within 60
days.'

9. "Require tribes to'submit appropriate financial and program progress

reports".

-- Once again, this is a matter of enforcement of existing regulations
rather than creation of new regulations. Instructions will be issued to
implement the recommendation no later than July 30,'1981. In addition, we
will prepare a.plan for monitoring compliance within 60 days.

10. "Prohibit award of contracts that are not authorized by legislation or
related to legislative objectives".

-- No comments are made on this_ recommendation as it was withdrawn by'
telephone on June 16, 1981.

11. "Require tribes to develop adequate property management systems".

-- We agree with 'the recommend'ation. It has been difficUlt to get
tribes to .respond to urgings. that they improve their property vanagement
systems. In itself the lack of an adequate erty management system is not
a valid" reason to decline to contract u er P.L. 93-638. To make it such
would require a change in the regulation and possibly the statute. Prom a

practical point of view, this may prove ifficult. However, we propose to
prepare and distribute a property management "handbook" to.all Tribes within
120 days and to issue a strongly worded letter to all tribes emphasizing the
importance and necessity for property accountability.
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Organizational changes (pages 25 - 32)

Proposal t

Establish an independent office of Contract and Grants Administration -

reporting directly to the Assistant\Secretary for Indian Affairs with
a review anel.monitoring contracts over -$

,proposal 2,

In addition to Proposal 1, establish a separate Office of Self-Deteriinp-
tion directly under the Assistant Secrete*: for Indian Affairs.

Proposal 3

Modify Proposal 2 by having the Office of Contract and Grants Administra-
tion directly under the Assistant Secretary, for Policy, Budget. and Adinin-
stration.

We do not agree with any'of the.a6ove promals. Therefore, we are discussing

r
them collectively rather- an-individmal-ly.

. .

We realize that the in ent of the proposals is to improve administration of
P.L. 9.3-638 contracts and grants and reduce pressure on Bureau employees while
still reciognizat.tke_Bureau's responsibility to provide technical assistance

to the tribes. Nevertheless, we feel all proposals'have the same common, and
in our opinion, fatal flaw and are based on three premises that are not

entirely accurate.
, ,

°

The common filaw in each of, the proposals is that the Bureau's authority to
administer P.L. 93-638.is diluted or completely eliminated while the responsi-*
bility'for its success is retained.

The premises on which the' proposals are 'based and which we flnd are less than

accurate are:

1. That the contractual relationship between the Bureau and the tribe*

is or should be one of "dims length".

2. That monitoring of actions bya Washington based committee or panel

will ensure accountability.

3. ghat major oranivagonal changes are required to accomplishchange.

Although we recognize_ the urgency of taking' action to increase Bureau and-
tribal accountability for P.L. 93 -638, contracts and grantst.we do not feel we

can ignore the historical relationships the Bureau has with tribal organiza-

tions. We, therefore, feel )that what is needed in this regard- can be accom-

plished within the current organization withodt resort to Washington based
panels.

We are currently In the process of revising the P.L. 93-638 regulations in

recognition of the Congressional mandate contained in P.L. 95-224, the Federal
Grant and Cooperatfe Agreemeht Act. The revised regulations will shift P.L.

93-638 contracts to grants and will vest signatory as well as total admin-
istration authority for all P.L. 93-638 agreements in the Agehty Superinten-

dents. As part of this change the Agencies will be required to establish full
time.P.L. 93-638 administrative positions in the Agency Offices. Establishing

E.' 80
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these positions at the Agency offices should overcome what the. report views as
a "conflict of interest" as the employees positions will no longer be in

jeopardy of being contracted out. in addition, the Areas will be required to
establish an Agency oversita function'Iwithin the Area Office which will report
at least quarterly-6 the Central Office through the Area Director. Through

ibis mechanism, we feel that the intent of the organizitional recommenda- ,

tions - establishment of a mechanism to obtain accountability'- can be accom-
plished.

The regulations impleieniing the change in the P.L. 93 -638 regulatias are
scheduled for completion. around October 1, 1981. Instructions implementing
the changes are scheduled for release at the'same time.

L
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The 'ley regulations will not go into effect in time to significantly .Impact
the P.L. 93-638 process during fiscal year 1982. We anticipate the bulk of

our 1982 fiscal year agreements to be contracts. Therefore, we will prepare
and issue instructions within 60 days that will make the Agency Superinten-
dents completely responakle for.administration of all P.L. 93-638 contracts
and grants by appointing. them COR.or GOR as appropriate. 14e will also requite

them to identify full time contract or grant. administrators at the Agency tq,
serve as co-COR and GOR. The Area will, -in turn, be 'required up .an;

oversight function similar to what was discussed above.
,

[GAO COMMENT: Although the actions planned by Interior
to deal with this matter are a step in the right direcl-
.tion and should improve the situation,' we still believe
some organizational change is necessary to separate the
procurement and program functions. The three organize-
tiofial structures were offered for consideration and
could be mggified to meet the needs of the Department.
We do not Re how separating the procurement and program
functions eliminates BIA autaprity to administer Public
Law 937638, Even with the two functions .separated,' we

, would anticipate that personnel `from both groups .would
still work together to develop the contractual documents..
Once the terms and conditions have been specified and
agreed to hy,the tribe, we believe, the contract function
needs to have a separate chain of command in order to

. 'ensure compliance with the terms and conditions. This
would also alloy the program personnel the 'opportunit

j°
to concentrate on program delivery and`provide techn 1

assistance rather than have the additional duty of m i-
tdring contracts and grants.

.

,

1

-f. (Regarding the premises, we ,agree .that BIA and the
tribes have some contractual relationships that are not
totally "at arm's length." This sitartion, however,
would not preclude the separation of the prOcurepent and
program functions and e orcing the terms and conditions
of the' contract or gran After it has been negotiated .

with the tribe. Our su gestion of a Washington -based
pannel was riot'aimed-so much at ensuring accountability
but mere at' increasing the visibilayof large dollar
,contracts. We agree that major organizational changes
are not required4o accomplish change. In this case,

. however, we belleve some rganizational change is neces-
8 14
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sary in order to provide the opportunity for better
written contracts and compliance with the contractual
ter as and conditions'.

(In a subsequent meeting, Interior officials agkfod to
reconst4er our suggestions for reorganizing BIANV(p.se
p. 41.)r

AI

Miscellaneous

On page 14, paragralth 4, line 7; change "250,000" to "$120,000".

/1-151n page 19 a "Navajo Community College" audit fs discussed. Thar overall
funding of the Navajo Community College, in view of recent legislative changes

ana the cited audit, is currently under discussion with oke Inspector
General's Office, the General Accounting Office and CongressiohN staff. It

is anticipated that a position will be forthcoming wither the next 60 days.

ti
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH O. HUMAN SERVICES

APPENDIX IV

Office of Inspector Gentrai
4'

17 JUL 1931

for

Mr. 9fegory J. Ahart
Director, Human Resources
Division

' United States' General
Accounting Office

Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Ahart: .

I

Wastugion.IO C 20201

.

The Secretary asked that I respond to your request for our
comments on your draft report entitled, "Fundamental Changes
Needed in Providing Services to Indians" The enclosed .

comments represent the tentative position of the Department .

and are subject to reevaluatio when the final version of
this report is received.

We appreciate the opportudtty teComment on this draft
report before its publication.

Sincerely yours,

Richard P. Kusserow
Inspector General

Enclosure

.
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COMMENTS Of THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES,
ON THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE DRAFT REPORT 'ENTITLED

"FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES NEEDED .IN PROVIDING SERVICES TO INDIANS"
. .

,General Comments

The majority of the findings and recommendations in the General Accounting
Office (GAO) report are directed to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department

s of the Interior, and to a lesser degree to the Indian Health Service
OHS) of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). The HHS
responds here only to the GAO findings and recommendations applicable to
the IHS.

IHS is involved in one of the contract award practices questioned by GAO
(page 20)--using expired appropriations in funding contracts. The IHS
practice to use prior year funds to pay for the fulfillment of contracts
in a subsequent year is based on the appropriations language allowing
carryover contained in Pub.L. 96 -514 (94 Stat 2977-78). Against this
background, the Office of the General Counsel, HHS, advises that the GAO
recomendation against the use of prior year funds' appears moot.

Regardifig the continuance of the practice, IHS has issued a written
procedure to all IHS contracting offices, ISOM 81-q, Contracting PrOcess
Under the Indian Self Determination Act, delineating the availability of
Fiscal Years 1980 and 1981 funds for contract fulfillment' bridging two
fiscal year periods. This practice will continue for a while even
though IHS headquarters and HSA are jointly developing a contracting
procedure for rescheduling performance periods effective Octobe1 I of
each year. Such performance periods will be funded only with current
fiscal year appropriations.

(GAO COMMENT: We did not make a specific recommendation
to the Department to,prohibit this practice because of
the appropriation 1-41{4page:in Public Law 96-514 allowing
this practice in fiSca,1 years 1980 and 1981. The exam-
ples discussed 'in the report, however, Involve fiscal
years 1978 and 1979. We agree wit,h the Department's
planned, actions in this regard.]

PHS will monitor IHS' progresp in the implementation of the
GAO recommendations in which we concur.

GAO Recommendation

The Secretary of Health and Human Services should direct the Administrator
of the Health Services Administration.to revise INS's policies, procedures,
and practices as appropriate to:

--Require that all contract and §rant agreements include specific
criteria, against which' to measure performance.

Department Comment

We concur. A contract format oriented particularly to Pub.L. 93 -638
provisions was issued in January 1981 .to all contracting officers,. The
new format includes an article of agreement on description and scope of
work whereinthe contractor is required to perform specific work. Under

84
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another article of agreement for services to be furnithed and delivery
time, the contractor is bound to a "workload reporting requirement."
The new format specificities will provide an array of criteria agpinst
.which performance can be measured.

A simila711 format for grant awardpimposes will be issued shortly, i.e.,
workload standards as defined in the grant award instrument which will
provide a means for measuring performance:

A project officers. training course,.currenerin the puss of consultant
contract award, will further train Federal Government and Tribal Project
personnel in contract performance anq monitoring requirements.

GAO Recommendation

-- Require a contract or grant be cancelled where tribal performance
is unsatisfactory.

Department Comment

We concur in part. The Indian Self-Determination Act, Pulit. 93-638,
Section 109 (25 U.S.C. 450m) specifically provides that where the
Secretary finds that the tribe's performance involves;, (1) the violation
of the rights or 'endangerment of the health, safety of welfare of any
persons, or (2) gross negligence or mismanagement in the handling or
use of funds, the Secretary may rescind such contract or grant agreement
and assume or resume control or operation of the program. Procedu4s
for prior notice and a hearing are also required. In a case of immediate
threat to safety, the Secretary may, upon notice to a tribal organization,'
immediately rescind a contract or grant and resume control of operations
of a program and'provide.a hearing within 10 days of such action. In

recommending cancellation when a tribe's performance is "unsatisfactory,"
GAO would substitute a standard which is not authoriad. by the statute.

ICAO COMMENT: We have modified this recommendation to
make it more compatible with the legislation. (See p.

and 3741
GAO- Recommendation

--Prohibit award of contracts in which thi starting date precedes the
date of award.

Department Comment

We concur. To eliminate such discrepancies, IHS has instructed its
contracting staff on this matter. Also, IHS is in the process of
implementing a tribal workload reporting document which will furnish
data on program, progress simultaneously with the tribe's financill
management reporting system.

GAO Recommendation )

--Require tribes to develop adequate property management systems.

Department Comment

The Offkce of Propek Management, HSA, is working directly with IHS
en

.

property personnel in the developmt of adequate tribal property
85
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management systems. This system is scheduled forwimplementation.during

Fiscal Year 1982.

GAO Recommendation

--Require tribes to submit appropriate fins ial and program progress

; reports.

Department Comment

We concur. Tribal contractors and grantees are required to submit
4

periodic expenditure reports and performance reports to IRS contracting
anftrants management" officers. Some of thesereports have not been
timely but new awards cannot be made until the repdrting.on the old has

. been completed: IRS contracting officers are guided by the Departmental .

Procurement Manual for much of the reporting requirements. The recently
implemented IHS/HSA review process for contracts and grants is expected
to bring substantial improvement to this area. The only exception
presently permitted in report lapses is for emergency cases and retroactive
contractual coverage as defined in HSA's policy letter 80-2. Even here,
prior approval for incurrence of emergency cost outtl

\

ys must be obtained.

Technical Comments

The table.on page 4, showing the amount of Indian contract and grant
activity in the IHS within the Public Health Service, should be corrected
toTead as follows:

tin thousands)
FY FY FY

Indian Wealth Service 1978 1979 1980

Indian Self- DeterminationSelf-Determination Act,
Pub.L..93-638

Contracts $32,293 $48,341 $58,446
Grants 12,336 10,170 4,231

8uyindian Act

Contracts 58,107 47,525 38,251

4

[GAO COMMENT: e We revised the report accordingly.]'
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